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Introduction
The vast morphologic diversity of salivary gland neoplasms make them of keen interest to the
surgical pathologist. The various cell types present in the normal glands are evidenced to varying
degrees in the neoplasms, and the study of their inter-relationships provides insight not only into
tumorigenesis in specific. but into cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions in general.
Embryologically the parotid gland is derived from the ectoderm of the stomodeum. The
submandibular and sublingual glands are probably of endodermal derivatior, but some controversy
still exists. The process of differentiation in the embryonic salivary gland has been studied at many
levels. In terms o{ cell proliferation and migration. the glands develop by a process known as
"branching morphogenesis". Balls of cells bud ti:om the stomodeum. Clefting of the balls forms
bud~ which elongate into branches. The ends of the branches form new balls of cells, which
progressively cleft. branch, and elongate as the gland grows into the surrounding me.>":1cbyttJe. The
interaction of the epithelial c:ells with the mesenchyme is critical to morphogenesis. Extracellular
matrix materials produced by the mesenchymal cells regulate the proliferatio~. growth, and migration
of the developing epithelial srrucrures. As the various components of the extracellular matrix are
modified. o!lls are stimulated to migrate or proliferate. alternatively. h· ~ddition. there is evidence
that the epithelial cells also modify the exn-ac;e:!t•lar matrix along which they migrate, in some sense
serving to autoregulate their differentiation. Tnese imemr~ons between the epithelium anrl ~he
extracellul~r matrix are paralleled in the marure gland by th~ influence the base.'len; memt:-.-ane
·.;.:,,·.,~ )Sirion may have on cellular phenotype. The basement membrane is larg~ly ;J'0Cude..! by
myoepithelial cells in the mature salivary gland. In light of the fact that myoepitt.elia! cells participare
in so many saliva.ry neoplasms (Table I), it is tempting to speculate that the com"o~:tior of <h::
bas..:mem membrane materials that the neoplastic myoepithelial cells produce m~.y rr.odulate the
;;hP.notype not only of the epithelial components of the tl•mor, but also of the; ;nyne~i:h~Eal cells
themselves.
The successive stages in parotid gland development are summarized in Tac.:~ 2 Acinar and
myO<!pithelial development does not occur until late in gestation, and saliva secretion may n.ot begin
until after binh. The fundamental anatomy of the different salivary glands is similar: terminal acini
secrete saliva into a system of ducts which modulate its composition while transporting it to the oral
cavity (or elsewhere in the case of many minor glands). The parotid consists largely of serous acini,
while the submandibular gland is mixed serous and mucinous and the sublingual gland is
predominantly mucinous. The acini drain immediately into intercalated ducts. Both intercalated
ducts and acini are surrounded by a network of basket-like myoepithelial cells, which servf': r;, induce
salivary flow through contraction and to provide srrucrural suppon, in addition to symhesizing
basement membrane materials. The intl':rcalated ducL:S are very long in the parotid gland bu.t short in
the submandibular gland and almost non-existent in the sublingual gland. The subseque:nt portion of
d~ct, on! y present in the major glands, is the striated duct, socnamed because the parallel a:•'!"llys of
basally located mitochondria give a "sniped" appearance to the cells on high power exarnination.
The striated ducts are longest in the submandibular gland. Striated ducts empty into excretory ducts.
which ultimately drain into the mouth. The largest ducts are lined by squamous epithelium close to
the oral cavity.
A frequent finding in parotid parenchyma is the present of sebaceous cells in the intercalated
.of striated ducts. occurring either as single cells or as small clusters of cells. Titey are so frequent in
the parotid (42% or more) as to be considered nearly ubiquitous. while they are quite rare (5%) in the
submandibular gland and nol)-existent in the sublingual glands. Their function remains unkown,
although they may .::onnibute·to the saliva. They participate in a number of rare salivary neoplasms.
genera!Iy regarde'd as pathologic curiosities.

A fearure particular to the parotid is the presence of imraglandular lymph nodes. On average
20 are present in each parotid gland. and they have been implicated in the histogenesis of a number
of neoplasms. In addition to receiving metastases from many sources (Table 3), they may participate
in primary neoplasms with a lymphoid stromal component such as Warthin's tumor. sebaceous
Iymphadenoma. and acinic cell carcinoma. The presence of normal salivary elements within the
capsule of lymph nodes within and near the parotid has led to the suggestion that some of these
neoplasms· arise within the lymph nodes themselves.
The myoepithelial cells play such an important role in the histogenesis of salivary tumors that
it is useful to find a means of identifying them. In addition to their characteristic location within the
nom>~! gland. they can be seen immunohistochemically be means of actin, myosin. and SlOO protein
stains. Keratin may also be positive but also stains ductal cells (acinar cells are usually negative).
Ultrastrucrurally there are features of both epithelial cells and myoid cells. Basal cytoplasmic
filamems with dense bodies and dense plaques are present in addition to a well-formed basement
membrane. Junctional complexes are well-formed. UnfortUnately, many modifications occur during
neoplastic transformation. and frequently not all of the normal fenrures of myoepithelial cells are
present in neoplasms (Table 4). Certain cell shapes are characteristic of myoepithelial cells:
myxo1d/stellate. spindle/myoid. hyaline/plasmacy10id. and clear/epithelioid. The immunohistochemical staining patterns and ultraStrucrural fearures may parallel those of non-neoplastic
myoepithelial cells to varying degrees, and a combination of studies may be necessary to convince
oneself that a cellular proliferation is indeed showing myoepithelial differentiation.
A number of theories regarding histogenesis have been proposed, most centering on the role
of the myoepithelial ceiL The existence of reserve cells or stem cells in the intercalated and excretory
ductS has been proposed: under this "semipleuripotential reserve cell hypothesis". thrse primitive
cells give rise to ali salivary neoplasms, as they retain the capability to differentiate in the direction of
any of the normal cellular consriruentS of the gland. Unfonunately, the existence of such cells has
never been demonstrated, and in fact there are data to suggest that "terminally differentiate" cells such
as acinar cells and striated ducts cells proliferate more rapidly than any basally-located cells in the
ducts. In any event, even if the exact cell of origin cannot be established with cenainty, it is
interesting to detect the direction of differentiation of the cells within salivary neoplasms to help us
better understand their histogenetic inter-relationships.

Table 1
Histogenesis
Tumors with a Myoepithelial
Component
-Myoepithelioma
-Benign Mixed Tumor
-Malignant Mixed Tumor
-Epithelial-Myoepithelial Carcinoma
-Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma
-Polymorphous Low-Grade Adenocarcinoma
-Canalicular Adenoma

Table 2
Embryology
Parotid Gland Development
Seventh Week

-

Reaches preauricular region

Tenth Week

-

Facial nerve divides gland

Third Month

- Lobular organization present

Sixth Month

-

Lumen formation; differen•iation

begins
Eighth Month

-

Postnatal

- Salivary secretion

Acinar and myoepithelial
differentiation

Table 3

Anatomy
Parotid Lymph Nodes
-Sites of Drainage:
-Skin (frontal and temporal scalp, ear.
posterior check, preauricular)
-Lateral eyelids
-Conjunctiva

-Root of nose
-External auditory canal
-Eustachian rube

-Tympanic membrane

Table 4
Myoepitheli al Cells
in Salivary Neoplasms
Diagnostic Features

Feature

Appearance in
Myoepithelial Cells

Drawbacks

Histology

Spindled, clear, plasmacytoid.
epithelioid; nesting

Nonspecific; many
other neoplastic
cells similar

a-S 100

Usually positive

May stain ductal
cells. nerve sheath

cells, melanoma
a-Actin

May be positive

Frequently negative

a-Keratin

May be positive
weakly positive or

Nonspecific; often
negative

a-GFAP

Focal in BMT~; some others

Not sensitive;
questionable for
diagnostic use

Ulcrastrucrure

Dense bodies, plaques; microfilamentS; basement membrane:
tonofibrils and tonofllamems;
junctional complexes

Cumbersome;
sampling errors
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CASE #1

ACCESSION #26997

DIAGNOSIS: High-grade mucoepidennoid carcinoma

HISTORY
This is a 74 year-old woman who has had a previous infiltrating ductal type
adenocarcinoma of the left breast in 1985 with metastases to two of seventeen axillary lymph
nodes. She now presents with a left parotid gland tumor with some seventh nerve involvement.

A tumor characterized by the presence of squamous cells,
mucus-producing cells, and cells of intermediate type.
These tumors present approximately 5% of all salivary gland tumors, with about 67%
arising from the parotid and 33% arising from the minor salivary glands. Mucoepidermoid
carcinoma is the third most frequently encountered minor salivary gland tumor (10%), preceded
by pleomorphic adenoma and adenoid cystic carcinoma. The intraoral site of predilection is the
palate (approximately 20%). Women are affected slightly more often than men, whose age at
incidence has been found to peak at about the fifth decade. On occasion, mucoepidermoid
carcinomas may arise in an intra- or periparotid lymph "node. It may also be associated with a
Warthin •s tumor.
The low-grade malignant tumors are, similarly to pleomorphic adenomas, well
circumscribed. Slow painless growth is quite characteristic. Facial nerve involvement is not
present in low-grade lesions, whereas it is quite common in high-grade malignant variants.
These lesions are poorly delineated and are fixed to surrounding soft tissues. Pain is a frequent
accompaniment. Lymph node metastases are a sure clinical sign that one is dealing with a
high-grade malignant tumor.
On gross examination, the lesions are irregularly outlined and have an average size of
3 to 5 em. Both solid and cystic areas are discernible on cut section. The cystic spaces contain
mucus or hemorrhagic material.
The histologic examination exhibits at least three distinct cell types: the epidermoid cells
growing in a solid pattern; the mucus-producing cells; and the intermediate, so-called "basal
cells". Individual cell keratinization with intercellular bridging is present in the epidermoid
cells. The mucus-forming glandular cells either appear diffusely dispersed throughout or are
displayed in small clusters between the epidermoid cell nests. The glandular cells contain
intracytoplasmic acid and neutral mucopolysaccharide secretions. Mucinous cysts may be
present. If this escapes into adjacent salivary gland tissues, a foreign-body giant-cell reaction
is elicited which may make a proper diagnosis more difficult. Rarely, a prominently clear cell
makeup may be seen, but this is quite exceptional. Oncocytic change in a mucoepidermoid

carcinoma may also be encountered.
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REPORTED CASES OF CENTRAL SALIVARY GLAND TUMORS OF THE JAWS
Histologic Subtype
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma
Adenoid cystic carcinoma
Malignant mixed tumor
Benign mixed tumor
Adenocarcinoma
Acinic cell carcinoma

No. of Cases
81 (64%)
23 (18%)
6 (5%)
5 (4%)
5 (4%)
5 (4%)
2 (1 %)
127 (100%)

Monomorphic adenoma
TOTAL
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PRESENTING SYMPTOMS OF THOSE CASES
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE
Presenting Symptoms

No. of Patients

Swelling

86 (68 %)

Pain

48 (39%)
12 (10%)
9 (7%0
9 (7%)
8 (6 %)
5 (4%)

Trismus
Paresthesia
Asymptomatic
Mobile teeth
Drainage/hemorrhage
Brook.atone ct at, 1992

CLINICOPATHOLOGIC FEATURES OF THOSE CASES OF
CENTRAL SALIVARY GLAND JAW LESIONS PREVIOUSLY
REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE
CLINICOPATHOLOGIC
FEATURES

MUCOEPIDERMOID
CARCINOMA

ADENOID CYSTIC
CARCINOMA

II OF CASES

81

23

MEAN AGE AT DX

49.5

52.5

AGE RANGE

1-85

24-82

GENDER

33M:37F
(1 NA)

14M:9F

SITE

60 mandible
20 maxilla
1 NA

15 mandible
8 maxilla

ASSOCIATED WITH AN
ODONTOGENIC
CYST/EXTRACTION

26 (32)

5 "(22)

HISTOLOGIC GRADE (%)

60 (74) I

9 (39) I

9(ll)II

2 (9) II

11 (14) III

4 (17) lli

1 (I) NA

8 (35) NA

Ace
80-89
70-79

ro.eo
5G-!"AA
40-48

3JG.38
20-29
1~19
()..9
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HISTOGRAM SHOWING THE NUMBER OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED
SALIVARY GLAND TUMORS ARISING CENTRALLY
WITHIN THE JAWS ACCORDING TO AGE
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Case 2
Diagnosis: Acinic Cell Carcinoma

Acc.#27025

Clinical History: A 40 year old male presented with a one year history of a left parotid mass which
progressively increased in size. He denied pain. dry mouth, or facial nerve symptoms. Fine needle
aspiration biopsy was nondiagnosric. Physical examination was essential! y normal except for a finn,
mobile mass at the angle of the mandible. A near total parotidectomy was performed after the parotid
tumor was exposed. It was approximately 3 X 4 em, adherent to the facial nerve on its deep surface.
It compressed the normal parotid gland. leaving a minimal amount following the surgical removal of
the tumor. One enlarged lymph node waS'removed which was non-tumorous.
Gross: Received in the fresh State was a left parotid gland. It was ftrm with a capsule except at the
external resection margin. It measured 4.9 X 3.9 em. When multisectioned. it was a diffuse tan
tumor. estimated to occupy 80% of the gland. DNA analysis on fresh frozen tissue revealed a
euploid DNA content wi th an S-phase of 2.9%.
Follow-Up: The patiem received a full course of radiation (6700 rads) which was completed 3
months after surgery. He was seen 6 months after surgery at which rime there was no evidence of
recurrent tumor.
DiscusSion: Acinic cell carcinomas (ACCs) are salivary gland neoplasms with cells showing
evidence of differentiation towards serous acinar cells:. A variery of synonyms exist in the older
literarure. including glandular epithelioma, salivary adenoma, serous cell adenoma. and acinic cell
tumor. The Iauer designation reflects the fact that early investigators regarded these lesions as
essentially benign, and it was not until the work of Godwin, Foote, and Fr;~zell in 1953 that the
potentially malignant nature of these rumors was first recognized. It is now well established that all
acinic cell neoplasms have at least a low-grade malignant potential, and therefore the term of choice
for all such lesions is acinic cell carcinoma.
ACC is one of the four most common malignant salivary neoplasms, constituting 3%17.5% of all salivary gland carcinomas. Recognition of the wide variery of different appearances
this neoplasm may assume accounts for the greater percentage of tumors with this diagnosis in some
series. The parotid gland is by far the most common location, with 80% - 90% of ACCs occurring
in that gland (Table 1). Accordingly, the incidence of ACC among malignant parotid neoplasms
(26.5%) is higher than its overall incidence. Approximately 4% occur in the submaxillary gland, and
the remainder are found in the minor salivary glands. Unusual locations such as the nasal cavity,
lacrimal gland, and lung have been described but are vanishingly rare. The tumor is usually solitary,
although multi focal and occasional bilateral examples have been described. Cases arising in ectopic
salivary tissue are also on record.
ACC may occur at any age; in the. collection of the A.F.l.P., the age range was 3-91 years,
with a mean age of 44. Females are affected slightly more frequently than males. Clinically the
tumors usually present in a non-specific fashion, with a localised swelling which is usually of
relatively short duration but in some cases may have been present for many years. Examples
clinically presenting as cysts have been described. Pain and/or facial nerve symptoms are
uncommon but are ominous prognostic signs when present.

Grossly the rumors are usually relatively small (less than 3 em) and circumscribed, frequently
with an apparent fibrous pseudocapsule. More invasive examples may show diffuse infiltration of
the surrounding tissues. The cut section is usually light tan to brown, soft. and homogeneous.
without the myxoid or chondroid consistency of benign mixed rumors. Micro- and macrocystic
spaces may be evident. Hemorrhage and necrosis are occasionally seen. Recurrent rumors
frequently exhibit a multinodular pouem similar to that of recurrent benign mixed tumors.
The histologic appearance of this tumor is quite variable, reflecting the presence of several
cell types. Despite the fact that this neoplasm does not contain readily recognizable myoepithelial
cells or their variants. there may be. in addition to serous acinar-like cells. intercalated duct-like cells,
vacuolated cells, clear cells. and non-specific glandular cells. When the acinar-like cells
predominate. the diagnosis is usually straightforward. However, there may be a preponderance of
duct-like or vacuolated cells, making the diagnostic acinar-like cells hard to find. The acinar-like
cells are quite characteristic. consisting of relatively large, polyhedral cells with small dark uniform
nuclei. The cytoplasm contains moderately abundant, coarse, basophilic granu les which are diastase
resistant PAS positive. The intercalated duct-like cells also have small regular nuclei but much less
abundant cytoplasm lacking the basophilic granularity of the acinar cells. These cell frequently form
small ductular st:rucrures. The presence of small to large cytoplasmic vacuoles characterizes the•
vacuolated cells. which are quite characteristic of ACC. The appearance of clear cells in ACCs has
long been recognized and may have been somewhat overemphasized. The nature of the clear
cytoplasm is not well established, and many observers believe that they simply reflect artifacrual
changes. On the other hand. some ultrastrucrural studies have shown a population of cells with
empty vesicles and dilated endoplasmic reticulum. In any event. clear cells are present in only about
5% of ACCs. and will be the predominant cell type in exceptional examples. Finally the nonspecific
glandular cells contain larger nuclei, small amounts of amphophilic cytoplasm, and are arranged in a
disorganized panern. Mitotic figures are frequently seen in these cells.
The variability of cell composition and cytoarchitectural arrangements gives rise to a number
of growth patterns of ACC, including solid (the classic panern, usually made up predominantly of
acinar-like cells, present in around 40% of cases), microcysric (30% of cases), follicu lar, and
papillocystic. Most rumors contain a mixture of these histologic patterns, as they do of the different
cell types. The solid panem consists of sheets of cells separated into well-defined nestS by a thin
fibrovascular stroma. Although randomly arranged in the central portions of the nests, the acinar
cells exhibit polarity at the interface with the fibrovascular stroma. where the nuclei assume a basal
localiuuion. In the microcysric panern. small luminal spaces are present and may be lined by acinar·
like cells or ducrular cells. Intervening solid areas are commonly seen between the cystic spaces.
The follicular pattern. which resembles thyroid tissue, consists of more ectatic spaces lined by a
flattened layer of ductal-like cells, some of which may have a "hob-nail" configuration. The luminal
spaces of these follicles frequently contain eosinophilic homogenous material which may have
scalloped edges. funher mimicking thyroid tissue. The diagnostic acinar-like cells are usually found
clustered between the follicular spaces. The papillocystic variant is the type least easily recognized as
an ACC. Single or multiple cystS may be present filled with broad projections of rumor cells.
Frequently well-formed epithelial papillae are not seen: instead. masses of tumor cells may form
clumps upon a seamy stromal projection. Duct-like. vacuolated, and non-specific glandular cells are
the predominant types. while acinar-like cells are usually infrequent. Degenerative changes, with old
hemorrhage and cholesterol cleft formation, may be prominent.
Another interesting feature of ACC is the propensity of the rumor to exhibit a stroma densely
infiltr:uedby lymphocytes, which may form germinal centers. This feature may suggest the presence
of tumor within a lymph node or may even obscure the neoplastic nature of the proliferation,
suggesting instead an inflammatory process.
As previously mentioned. the zymogen granules in the acinar-like cells are PAS-positive after
diastase digestion. and this stain is of great utility when the diagnostic cells are inconspicuous or the

amount of granularity is sparse in routinely stained sections. A small amount of glycogen may also
be seen. Mucicannine staining is usually negative. although scant luminal mucin may be detected in
duct-like cells. Intracellular mucin is not a feature of ACC, however. A number of immunohistochemical studies have shown positivity for a variety of markers including amylase. lysozyme.
lactofenin. secretory component, proline-rich protein. and focally for keratin and S-100 (both in
duct-like cells). Positive staining for vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) has been described but
is of unclear significance. The only immunohistochemical stain specific enough 10 be useful
diagnostica.J iy is amylase. and even that has been reponed focally in other primary sa.Jivary
neoplasms.
UlrrastnJcruraJ studies reveal the acinar-like cells to resemble non-neoplastic acinar cells to
varying degrees. Exocrine secretory features are present, including abundant rough endoplasmic
reticulum, mitochondria, and Golgi lamellae. Luminal spaces may be found. The hallmarlc of the
acinar cell, however, is the zymogen granule; 100-800 nm homogeneous electron dense granules are
usually found and may have an apical intracellular distribution. Depending on the quality of frxation,
the contents of the granules may become extracted, resulting in a pale or clear appearance.
lnterca.Jated duct-like cells are also seen and contain fewer organelles and no zymogen granules. The
two cell types are often joined by desmosomes. Large empty cytoplasmic vacuoles may be present
in either type of cell. Interestingly, rare myoepithelial cells have been described in cases of ACC. as
have apparent neuroendocrine granu les.
The malignant nature of ACC is apparent in the survival figures. While the five year swvival
is reasonably good (82-90%), the ten year survival falls to 68-83% and the twenty year survival is
55-67%. Thus, patients continue to suffer rumor-related mortality many years after initial
presentation. In most large series, 35-44% of patients develop recurrence, 16-19% develop
metastases. and 16-25% ultimately die of the tumor. Higher figures were found in those studies
with longer follow-up periods. A large number of potential prognostic factors have been evaluated.
Features which have been reponed to correlate with~ prognosis include: pain, facial nerve
symptoms, fixation, or rapid growth at presentation: deep lobe involvement in parotid tumors: simple
excision or enucleation as first (or only) therapy; gross invasiveness or multinodularity; large size;
lymph node metastases or positive surgical margins: a predominance of duct-like cells. cellular
atypia. or increased mitotic activity (greater than one per high power field); and stromal desmoplasia.
In most series the histologic pauem and predominant ceiJ type had no impact on survival, although
the papillocystic panem has been reponed to be more aggressive. A rare poorly differentiated variant
of ACC has been described. but examples were not present in the larger series of cases. The clinical
and pathologic features of ACCs arising in minor salivary glands are similar to those of parotid
tumors. although there appears to a a lower rate of aggressive behavior.
The lack of correlation of the cell types and growth patterns with behavior has resulted in the
failure to adopt a grading scheme for ACC. It does seem, however, that rumors with predominantly
duct-like or non-specific glandular cells, increased atypia, and increased mitotic rates have a greater
tendency to behave aggressively. Perhaps tumors with these features could be designated
histologically "high grade" to indicate this. Other investigators have defined low risk rumors as
those with a capsule showing no capsular or vascular invasion, while those without a capsule or
showing capsular and vascular invasion are considered higher risk.
The successful therapy of ACC depends on appropriate initial surgical management. At least
a superficial lobectomy should be performed. In one series the recurrence rate fell from 44% for all
patients to 30% when those treated by parotidectomy were considered separately, and the death rate
fell from 25% to 13% (Table 2). Resection of recurrences has occasionally resulted in long-term
survival. Radiation therapy has been used, but its benefits are not well established.
The differential diagnosis of ACC is rather limited in cases having easily identifiable acinarlike cells (Table 3). The remarkably well-differentiated appearance of some tumors. the admixture of

duct-like cells. and the lymphocytic infill!'ation of the sll'oma may result in the mistaken interpretation
of an ACC as a reactive or inflammatory condition. The disorganization of the cells. the presence of
an encapsulated tumor. and the lack of striated ducts within the rumor should allow the correct
diagnosis in most cases. In tumors having fewer acinar-like cells. the differential may be with
adenocarcinoma. NOS or carcinoma ex mixed rumor; special stains (d.PAS. anti-amylase) and
ull!'aSIJ'UCtural studies may be of help in identifying the acinar-like cells. The follicular variant may
be confused with metastatic thyroid carcinoma but will obviously lack immunohisto-chemical
positivity for thyroglobulin. The papillocysric variant can be confused with papillary
cystadenocarcinoma, but the laner usually contains well-formed epithelial papillae, with cenl!'al

fibrovascular cores lined by single layers of epithelium. Also, acinar-like cells are not seen in
papillary cystadenocarcinomas.

Table l
Acinic Cell Carcinoma
Location of Tumors
Major Glands
Parotid

Submandibular
Sublingual
Minor Glands

Buccal
Lip
Palate
Tongue
Other

84.9%
81.0%
3.7%

0.2%

15.1 %
4.9%
4.3%

2.5%
0.6%
2.7% .

Table 2
Acinic Cell Carcinoma
Prognosis: Effect of Therapy
AII Patients

From:

Parotidectomy

Recurrence

44%

30%

MetastaSis

19%

13%

Dea!.h

25%

13 %

Lewis IE. Olsen KD. Weiland LH. Acinic cell carcinoma. Clinicopathologic
review. Cancer 67: 172·179; 1991.

Table 3
Acinic-Cell Carcinoma
Differential Dia!!Tlosis
A ltemative Diagnosis

ACC Growth Pattern

-Non-neoplastic salivary gland
or inflammatory condition

-Well differentiated (acinarlike and duct-like cells) with
or without lymphoid srroma

-Adenocarcinoma, NOS

-Solid or microcysric pauem
with few acinar-like cells

·Metastatic thyroid carcinoma

·Follicular paqem

-Papillary cystadenocarcinoma

-Papillocysric pauem

-Polymorphous low-grade
adenocarcinoma

· Papillocystic pattern in minor
salivary glands

-Clear cell neoplasms

-Clear cells predomjnate (solid
pattern)

ACINIC CELL CARCINOMA;
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CASE /13

ACCESSION #25697

DIANGOSIS: Sebaceous adenoma
tTISTORY
This is a 50 year-old male who has noted swelling of the right parotid for the past one
year. There has been no pain or change in size. The patient has had no treatment.
On examination, there is a 3.5cm formed nodule in the right pole in the posterior parotid.
It is mobile and non-tender on palpation. The patient had no further studies and was admitted
to the hospital for right superficial parotidect~my at this time.

A rare tumor consisting of irregular nests of sebaceous
cells without cellular atypia. The tumor is
typically well circumscribed and cystic.
These tumors, similar to oncocytomas, are quite rare and almost exclusively occur in the
parotid gland. This rarity is especially striking since sebaceous cells in both the parotid and
submandibular salivary glands are relatively common. ·
Either sebaceous adenomas or the lymphadenomas are usually solid, but, on occasion,
cystic tumors made up of sebaceous cells are displayed in a nest-like pattern. The
well-differentiated sebaceous cells show either no or only minimal cellular atypia or
pleomorphism. There is practical! y no tendency for local invasion. In the sebaceous
lymphadenoma, in addition to the sebaceous cell nests there is a background of lymphoid
follicles and lymphocytes. The average age of the patients is approximately 60 years, ranging
from the second through the ninth decades of life. The tumors vary in size from 1 to 3 em in
diameter and are well encapsulated or sharply circumscribed. The clinical behavior is entirely
benign, and local recurrence has not been recorded to date.
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Case 4
Piagnosjs: Intra parotid Schwannoma

Ace. #26489

Clinical Historv: A 30 year old male had a 2.5 year history of a right facial sweiling in front of the
ear. It remain relatively stable until he was involved in an altercation with a blow to the right jaw and
mouth. Physical exam was remarkable for right facial swelling largely in the parotid area. there was
definite facial weakness. Nothing was stated about pain on palpation. MRI revealed the right
parotid to be grossly enlarged, measuring 7 em in transverse diameter and 3 em in AP diameter.
There were suspected hemorrhagic areas within the gland that were thought to be.due to a tumor. A
total parotidectomy with facial nerve dissection andre-anastomosis of the inferior division of the
right facial nerve. In the dissection procedure it was obvious that the deep lobe of the parotid was
involved entirely wi th a large mass. which bulged the facial nerve laterally. In rotating the mass it
was freed. but the inferior division of the nerve had to be incised.
Gross: The specimen conststed of a right parond gland with a total weight of 75 grams. Norrnal
appearing parotid tissue measured 6.5 X 3.5 X 1.5 em. This had a smooth. slightly lobate tan tumor
in the deep lobe. 5 X 4 X 2.5 em. connected with a more smooth nodule only minimally lobate.
measuring 3 X 2.5 X 1.5 em. They were of similar color. When multisection. the dumbbell-shaped
encapsulated tumor of soft focally tan to dark pink and gray tissue. The large tumor portion was in
the deep lobe with the small portion in the superficial lobe.
Follow-Up: When last seen 3 years 10 months after surgery, the patient had no evidence of
recurrence.
Discussion: Although rarely presenting as primary salivary gland neoplasms. benign and malignant
mesenchymal tumors do occur. and they may cause a differential diagnostic problem with the more
common epithelial neoplasms in some cases. The incidence of benign mesenchymal tumors is 1·2%
of all benign salivary neoplasms. The relative frequency of the most commonly reponed types is
displayed in Table I. Vascular and neural tumors are the most common, together making up nearly
70% of all benign mesenchymal salivary tumors.
Neural neoplasms are usually either neurofibroma or schwannoma (neurilemmoma), and are
• most frequent in the parotid. where they are often related to the facial nerve as it courses between the
superfical and deep portions of the gland. The tumors may occur at any age (range = 7 ton years),
with a mean age of 42 years. There is a female predominance. The histologic features are similar
top those of nerve sheath tumors occurring elsewhere. Schwannomas show !.he typical alternating
cellular "Antoni A" areas and myxoid. paucicellular "Antoni B" areas, with frequent palisading in the
"Antoni A" areas (Verocay bodies). They are more likely to be all3ched to a nerve peripherally,
while neurofibromas produce a fusiform dilatation of the nerve. So-called "ancient" schwannomas
may occur in the salivary glands; in these tumors there is extensive hyalinization of the sll'Oma with
generall y reduced cellularity and infrequent palisading_ Bizarre nuclear forms may be conspicuous.
but mitoses are absent and the lesions retain their usual benign behavior. Immunohistochemical
staining for SIOO protein and vimen tin pius uiO'astructural examination will aid in making the
diagnosis. Again, the behavior is !.hat of a benign tumor, and simple excision is usually curative.
Even incompletely resected tumors rarely recur.
Schwannomas may c;mse diagnostic difficulties in the differential diagnosis with cellular
benign mixed tumors and my.oepitheliomas. Both may have a predominance of plump spindle cells,
and myoepithelial neoplasms may exhibit palisading to a striking degnee. ln addition. since
myoepithelial cells are usually positive for S 100 protein, that stain will not distinguish the rwo.
Positivity for actin or keratin will exclude the diagnosis of schwannoma. while the abrupt
alternations of cellular and paucicelluiar areas wou ld be unlikely in a myoepithelial neoplasm.
Ohvin11~lv
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mixed tumor constitutes 25%). The mean age is 10 years. although hemangiomas in adults have
rarely been reponed. Females are affected about twice as often as males. Traditionally,
hemangiomas have been divided into cavernous and capillary types, and the latter has been
designated "infantile hemangioendothelioma" in this location (as in others).
Capillary hemangiomas are rarely diagnostic problems: the ectatic blood-filled spaces are
interspersed between salivary parenchymal elementS. The infantile hemangioendothelioma. on the
other hand, is a much more cellular neoplasm, and the vascular nature of the proliferation may not be
immediately evident. Typically these tumors present within the first six months of life, and there
may be associated purpuric discoloration of the overlying skin. Rapid growth may occur, although
as in other pediaaic vascular neoplasms. spontaneous regression is frequent. Histologically, the
tumors are markedly cellular and spindled, with sli t-like vascular spaces which may be hard to
identify, especially in lesions excision early in life. Histologic maruration occurs with rime, and
gradually the spaces become more rounded. The rumors diffusely infiltrates the salivary tissue; this
feature along with the intense cellularity and not uncommon mitoses may raise n suspicion of
malignancy. As a general rule, all salivary va~cular neoplasms of childhood are benign, no matter
how alarming they may look. Ultrastrucrurally, the tumors consist of both endothelial cells and
pericytes, the latter certainly adding to the lesion's hypercellularity. Although the typical clinical
presentation makes this lesion an easy diagnosis if considered, the spindle-cell appearance may raise
the possibility of a myoepithelial neoplasm. The abundance of entrapped acini and ducts present
throughout the vascular lesion should easily establish the diagnosis.
Anmher bentgn mesenchymal neoplasm which raises the possi bility of a primary epithelial
salivary tumor is soft tissue myxoma. These uncommon tumors are myxoid throughout and may
have a prominent hyalinized vasculature ("angiomyxoma"). The superficial resemblance to a myxoid
benign mixed rumor. can cause confusion, but these rumors usually occur outside the gland.
Immunohistochemical staining should easily separate the two.
Several of the rare malignant salivary neoplasms (Table 2) may also mimic primary epithelial
tumors. Hemangiopericytoma again resembles spindle cell myoepithelial neoplasms; the latter lack
the characteristic "staghom" vascular pattern. The biphasic pattern of synovial sarcoma may suggest
carcinosarcoma (true malignant mixed tumor), but the spindle cell areas of synovial sarcoma are
much more monotonous. and there are frequently metaplastic stromal elements in carcinosarcoma.
The pleomorphic appearance of MFH and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor also mimicks the
sarcomatous component of carcinosarcoma. but the epithelial component is lacking. Some
supposedly primary sarcomas of the salivary glands may acrually represent carcinosarcomas in
• which the mesenchymal elements have overgrown the epithelial component. Angiosarcomas do
occur in salivary gland and may also present as a parotid lymph node metastasis from an occult scalp
primary. They can be distinguished from hemangioendothelioma by the much older age of
presentation, the interanastomosing vascular channels. and the frequent pleomorphism of the nuclei.

Table 1

Mesenchymal Neoplasms
Ben ign Tumors
Tumor Tvpe

Pe rcentage

Vascul a r
Hemangioma
Lymphangioma

37 .o
30.0
7.0

Neural
Schwannoma
Neurofibroma

30.0
16.0
14.0

Adipose
Lipoma
Fib rous
Nodular fasciiris
Fibrous histiocytoma
Fibromatosis
Myxoma
Other

9.0
9.0

18.0
8.0
5.0
3.5
1.5

6.0

T able 2
Mesenchymal Neoplasms
Malignant Tumors
Tumor Tvpe

Number*

Hemangiopericytoma

14

Malignan1 Nerve Shealh Tumor

13

Fibrosarcoma

12

Malignam Fibrous Hisriocy1onia

9

Rhabdomyosarcoma

7

Angiosarcoma

s

Synovial Sarcoma

4

Poorly Differenria1ed Sarcoma

9

01hers
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Case 6
Piagnosjs: Cellular Benign Mixed Tumor

Ace. #27116

Clinical Hjstorv: A 26 year old woman presented with an 18 month history of a mass in the left
parotid gland without pain or facial nerve symptoms. The rumor was excised after being surgically
dissected away from the surrounding salivary parenchyma, from which it easily separated.
~: The tumor measured 4.7x4.5x4.0 em and was lobulated, circumscribed. and surrounded by
a 1-2 mm thick fibrous capsule. On cut section it had a fum white central area surrounded by tan to
brown gelatinous tissue.

Follow-U p: The patient was alive and well wi thout evidence of tumor 15 years later.
Discussion: Pleomorphic adenoma. the most common neoplasm of major salivary glands, was·
destgnated a "mixed tumor" by early observers because the bewildering variety of different histologic
patterns with both epa thelia! and mesenchymal features suggested origin from more than one germ
cell layer. A number of synonyms from the old literature also reflected the perception that these
tumors must not be epithelially derived: branchioma, enclavoma, teratoma, myxochondrosarcoma,
and chondromyxohemangioendotheliosarcoma.We now know that the various cell types present in
bentgn mixed tumors (B MTs) have counterparts in the normal ectodermally-derived salivary gland.
namely, ductal epithelial cells and subjacent myoepithelial cells. Inasmuch as the benign mixed
tumor is a mixture of cells exhibiting varying degrees of epithelial and mesenchymal differentiation,
the designation as "mixed" is still quite appropriate. In this case, however. it is clear that all of the
various cellular phenotypes present within BMTs are derived from remarkable plasticity of the
neoplastic myoepithelial cell. As such, this neoplasm provides a model for cellular differentiation.
Clearly the BMT is the most common salivary neoplasm of adults. It constitutes 65% of
parotid tumors. SCJ<l"o of submandibular tumors. and 55% of minor salivary gland tumors.
Interestingly, BMT is quite rare in the sublingual gland. Most BMTs (63%) arise in the parotid
gland. where over 90'1'o present in the superficial lobe. Examples developing in ectopic salivary
tissue have been described. Although observed in all age groups. most occur in adults. with a mean
age of 40. In most senes (except that of the military-biased AFlP) there is a female predominance of
nearly two to one. The typical presentation is that of a slowly enlarging mass which is painless and
does not cause facial nerve symptoms or ulceration of the overlying skin. Usually the mass is freely
mobile. In some instances the tumor may have been present for many years. and occasional
examples reach enormous proportions. Patients have been kllown to seek medical attention because
the presswe of the mass on the skin of the superior shoulder has become uncomfortable!
Grossly, BMTs are usually solitary (unless recurrent), firm, and circumscribed with an
apparent pseudocapsule. The cut section reveals white to tao tissue with a focally chondroid
appearance having a lobulated contigwation. Cystic changes, usually degenerative, may be present.
The surrounding tissues are compressed but not invaded.
The histologic appearance is remarkably variable, ranging from ductal sDllctures to spindle
cells to stellate cells. with gradual transitions and widely variable proportions. In some areas, the
myoepithelial cells may form a monolayer around ductal srrucrure, simulating the normal
arrangement in intercalated ducts. Some authors have attempted to define different cell types based
on their morphology , but immunohistochemical and ultrasrructural studies have shown that

essentially all components of the rumor represent myoepithelial cells at one end or the other of their
spectrum of differentiation.
The typical appearonce of a benign mixed rumor rarely presents a diagnostic problem. There
are, however, a number of variations which may cause confusion (Table 1). The most common
variant is the cellular benign mixed tumor or myoepithelial-predominant mixed rumor (a misnomer,
since all BMTs have a predominance of myoepithelial cells or their variants). Representing
approximately 4% of BMTs, these rumors are usually densely cellular. with largely spindle cells
sometimes arranged in a fasicular pattern similar to that of leiomyomas. Careful search may be
necessary to identify scanered ducrular elements or foci of chondromyxoid change. BMTs in the
minor salivary glands of the palate or nasal septum are more likely to exhibit cellular areas than those
in the major glands. The cellular BMT otherwise resembles a spindle cell myoepithelioma. The
distinction is of some importance, since pure myoepithelial rumors in the salivary glands often
pursue a low-grade malignant course.
A number of other microscopic features may be present which rarely cause diagnostic
difficulties. including areas of squamous metaplasia (usually arising within myoepithelial areas)
which may keratinize. sometimes in the form of large keratinaceous cysts. Purely myxoid variants
may simulate a soft tissue myxoma. Oncocytic cell clusters. incracellular mucin production, and
rarely sebeceous differentiation are also encountered. None of these unusual features has prognostic
significance when present. Some authors have staled that cellular mi)(ed tumors may have a higher
incidence of recurrence. but this is not well-established.
lmmunohistochemically, the various components of the tumor reflect their respective ceiltypes: the ductal structures stain scrongly with keratin, while the myoepithelial component stains
weakly with keratin and scrongly with actin and S!OO protein, which is especially intense in the areas
of canilaginous differentiation. The staining patterns are often patchy and inconsistent; spindle cells
which appear clearly myoepithelial may fail to stain for actin, while ductal structures are often S 100
positive. Clearly the pattern of differentiation apparent morphologically is not always de[eC[ed
immunohistochemically, a fact that is important to remember when using imrnunohistochemiscry 10
establish cell type in salivary neoplasms. Interestingly, cells within the myoepithelial areas may also
express positivity for GFAP, a phenomenon which has yet 10 be satisfactorily explained. Some have
advocated the using the presence of GFAP positivity as a diagnostic feature of BMT, but it is nm yet
clear how specific this marker may be. Reports exist of posiLivity in polymorphous low-grade
adenocarcinoma, another predominantly myoepithelially-derived neoplasm and one prominently in
the differential diagnosis in the palate.
The ulcrascructurnl featu res are again largely those of modified myoepithelial cells. Spindle
cells with basal filaments. dense bodies and plaques, desmosomes, and abundant basement
membrane production are seen. Varying amountS of squamous metaplasia are frequently evident.
with accumulations of tonofibrils and tonofilamems. There are gradual cransitions to purely
squamous areas. The ductal scrucrures usually lack myoepithelial features. with few cytoplasmic
organelles. apical lumina lined by microvilli, and tight junctions. The cransition into myxoid areas is
interesting ulcrascructurall y. As the rumor cells produce increased amounts of basement membrane
materials (proteoglycans. lnminin, fibronectin, type IV collagen. etc.). they separate one from
another, eventually become isolated and surrou nded by lakes of e)(cracellular matrix.
The behavior of BMT is that of a benign rumor, although caution must be exercised in
removed this neoplasm. The nodular growth panem begins as protuberances of rumor through the
fibrous pseudocapsule imo the surrounding parenchyma. If the rumor is "shelled ou t", as they often
were in the past. these small nodules are left behind. Recurrence rates of up 10 60% were reponed in
the older literature before the:importance of superficial lobectOmy as minimal surgical therapy was
established. Once recurrent. the rumor is usual ly multiple. and surgical eradication may be nearly
impossible. With appropriate thernpy, current five year recurrence-free survival figures are nearly

97%. The development of secondary malignant transformation of BMTs (carcinoma ex mixed
tumor) occurs in approximately 4.5% of cases. These neoplasms will be discussed below.
The differential diagnosis is usual! y not a problem. The skin tumor known as chondroid
syringoma is essentially identical to BMT and may be confused with it when deep-seared. Soft
tissue myxomas simulate myxoid BMTs but frequently have a prominent vascular pattern, are
usually exrraparotid, and do not stai n for actin or keratin. The cellular variant is easily confused with
monomorphic adenoma, schwannoma, leiomyoma, and myoepithelioma; distinction from the latter
may be most difficult. Keratin staining is often helpful in identifying glandular structures, which
usually stain much more intensely than the myoepithelial cells. The presence of mucinous,
oncocyric. or sebaceous cells in a BMT may suggest neoplasms of those cell types (mucoepidermoid
carcinoma. oncocytoma. or sebaceous adenoma), but when present they are usually focal. and the
overall appearance of the tumor is still quite typical.
Pure myoepithelial neoplasms are rare but do occur. The parotid (5 1%), palate (27%), and
submandibular gland (12%) are the most common locations. Spindle and epithelioid cells are the
most frequenr cell types, but plasmacytoid variants are encountered, especially in the palate. Clear
cell varieties have also been described, but most frequently clear cell myoepithelial proliferations
represent the myoepithelial component of an epithelial-myoepithelial carcinoma (see below). In
addition to lacking a glandular component. myoepitheliomas do not produce the myxochondroid
stroma of BMTs. Many myoepitheliomas have been published as benign neoplasms, and their
behavior is indeed usually indolent. However, a large proportion of these tumors do exhibit at least
low-grade malignancy. The presence of an invasive growth pattern, marked atypia. or significant
mitotic :1criviry should cause concern.

Table 1

Beni!!ll Mixed Tumor
Histologic Variations
-Myoepithelial

Predo~?-inance

I Cellular Mixed Tumor

-Myxoid Variant
-Oncocytic Changes
-Squamous Metaplasia with Keratin Cysts
-Mucinous Metaplasia
-Sebaceous Metaplasia
-Acinic Cell Component

BENIGN MIXED TilMORS;
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CASE#7

ACCESSION #25946

DIANGOSIS: Benign lymphoepithelial lesion

ffiSTORY
The patient is a 73 year-old white female with a long history of Sjogren's syndrome, who
had a tumor (Godwin's type) remove from her left parotid gland approximately seven years ago.
She has had problems with recurrent swelling of the left parotid gland since, and within the past
two months, she has had two distinct episodes of infection with marked swelling, tenderness,
and redness over the parotid.

SJOGREN'S SYNDROME
The classic description of Sjogren's syndrome, originally written in 1933 , includes (a)
keratoconjunctivitis sicca with or without xerostomia and (b) a connective tissue disorder, usually
rheumatoid arthritis. In addition to focal, but potentially progressive, lymphocytic infiltration
of the salivary, lacrimal, eccrine, and mucosal glands, the patient may develop primary biliary
cirrhosis, sclerosing cholangitis, pancreatitis, interstitial nephritis, interstitial lymphocytic
pneumonitis, and peripheral vasculitis.
The most characteristic symptom in Sjogrens syndrome (H.S.C. Sjogren, Swedish
ophthalmologist, 1899-1986) is oral dryness (xerostomia) of insidious onset and varying severity.
The parotid and the submandibular salivary glands may display firm, diffuse, non-tender
enlargement, or there may be slight induration of these glands in the absence of enlargement.
The presence of these visible or palpable findings in the parotid glands can·be found in 25% to
50% of all patients with Sjogren' s syndrome.
While dry mouth is a characteristic symptom in Sjogren 's syndrome, the objective
histologic findings of salivary gland changes are less typical and are not well-defined at all. The
most common histologic feature uniformly found in all organs involved in this disease is a
potentially progressive lymphocytic infiltration. The salivary glands represent the best studied
organs in this disease because they are readily available for study. Moreover, they produce the
cardinal clinical symptoms and signs in addition to being affected in almost all patients.
Microscopic examinations of the enlarged salivary glands, both major and minor, may
reveal a benign lymphoepithelial lesion initially described by J.T. Godwin in 1952. This is
characterized by a heavy lymphocytic infiltration of the salivary epithelial elements and by the
presence of epimyoepithelial islands. These islands are not helpful in separating this lesion from
a lymphoma affecting the salivary gland because in approximately 25% of all salivary gland
lymphomas, epimyoepithelial islands are present. These epimyoepithelial islands are present in
less than 50% of all major salivary gland biopsy specimens, even in patients with otherwise
classic Sjogren's syndrome presentations. The cellular makeup of these islands is most probably
composed of keratin-rontaining epithelial cells and not myoepithelial cells at all. A more recent
study, employing immunohistochemical and ultrastructural methods, showed the features of

myoepithelial cells in the islands, but only in their early stages of island development. The
terms Mikulicz disease and Mikulicz syndrome have been used in the past for salivary or
lacrimal gland swellings resulting from Sjogren's syndrome and various other conditions. These
terms and designations are so obscure and ambiguous that they should not be used.
Benign lymphoepithelial lesion of the parotid gland in the total absence of an overt
Sjogren's syndrome has been well documented. This is a distinctly unusual occurrence
that can affect both men or women and is occasionally unilateral.
DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR SJOGREN'S SYNDROME
Primarv SJogren's Syndrome:
•
•

Keratoconjunctivitis sicca
Characteristic corneal and conjunctivial epithelial staining with rose bengal, observed
through a slit lamp
~

•
..

Reduced tear meniscus
OR
Unanesthestized Schirmer's test <I= 5 mm/5 min after exclusions.
Focal sialadenitis in an adequate labial salivary gland biopsy specimen with a focus score
> 1 focus/4 mm.

Secondarv Sjogren's Syndrome:
•

Rheumatoid arthritis or other connective tissue disease diagnosed by established criteria

Mill
•

Either one or both of the criteria for primary Sjogren's Syndrome.

Possible SjOgren's Syndrome:
..

One of the components of primary Sjogren's Syndrome

Mill
Presence of any of the following:
Pulmonary lymphocytic interstitial infiltrates
Interstitial nephritis and/or renal tubular acidosis
Purpura (hyperglobulinemic or vasculiti,c)
Chronic liver disease (not cirrhosis or infectious)
Neuropathy
H ypergammaglobulinemia (polyclonal or monoclonal} with rheumatoid factor

SCHIRMERS TFST
A test of tear production in which a piece of ftlter paper is inserted over the conjunctival
sac of the lower lid, with the end of the paper hanging down on the outside. The range of
normal wetting, determined by measuring the area of moisture on the projecting paper, depends
on age and sex.
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CASE #8

ACCESSION #26057

DIANGOSIS: Epidennoid carcinoma, parotid, arising in a lymphoepitheliallesion
HISTORY
This 71 year-old male has had a mass in the region of the parotid for at least 18 months
and probably for years before that. The mass had recent growth and was excised.

MALIGNANT LYMPHOEPITHELIAL LESION
The occasional progression of Sjogre11' s syndrome to an overt B-cell 1ymphoma is well
documented. This is, however, a rare phenomenon considering the large number of patients
affected by Sjogren's syndrome. In even rarer circumstances, bilateral lymphomas can occur
in the salivary glands of these patients.
On occasion a unilateral, poorly differentiated salivary carcinoma may arise in patients
with benign lymphoepitheliallesion. At least half of the reportecl cases involved Eskimos. The
·patients .:range in age from teenagers to the elderly, and there is a definite female preponderance.
The predominant site of occurrence is in the parotid; the submandibular salivary gland is rarely
involved. The minor salivary glands appear to be immune from this neoplasm.
In the vast majority of instances a malignant lymphoepitheliallesion arises de novo, anew
and not from a histologically identifiable preexistent benign lymphoepithelial lesion. On
histologic examination, the salivary ducts and acini are totally obliterated by a diffuse
lymphocytic or lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate intermixed with varying numbers of single or
multiple epithelial islands or nests. These epithelial cells are pleomorphic, ovoid, and elongated
with vesicular nuclei. Many abnormal mitoses are also present. These epithelial cells show only
meager signs of differentiation and are therefore classifiable as undifferentiated, anaplastic
.carcinoma. The prognosis in malignant lymphoepithelial lesions is quite poor. A high
propensity for regional Iymph-node metastases is featured. Distant metastases occur in about
25% of all patients, and more than 33% of the patients will die of their disease.
Since both malignant lymphoepithelial lesions and undifferentiated carcinomas of the
nasopharynx (so-called lymphoepithelioma) share an entirely overlapping histologic appearance,
careful clinical workup of the patient is mandatory · to rule out the presence of a primary
carcinoma of the nasopharynx.
A biopsy of major salivary glands may not show all the features of a benign
lymphoepithelial lesion even if the patient has clinically evident Sjogren' s syndrome. It often
reveals only various degrees of focal lymphocytic infiltration as well as histiocytes. The
minimally acceptable, earliest stage of infiltration waS defined as focal aggregates of 50 or more
lymphocytes and histocytes. It is not clear as to whether or not this cellular infiltrate truly
represents the earliest stage of a benign lymphoepithelial lesion that will eventually progress into
a full-blown lesion.

In patients with marked, sometimes even grotesque, parotid swelling, a parotidectomy
is occasionally contemplated to improve the patients cosmetic appearance by reducing tumor
bulk. Low-dose, external irradiation may also be considered in such instances. One has to
realize, however, that the residual salivary gland tissue may undergo further enlargement. In
those patients in whom a malignant tumor of the salivary gland is suspected, a fine needle
aspiration before an open biopsy is performed may yield the proper diagnosis.

There is a de.finite and practical need to objectively define the histologic spectrum of
changes associated with Sjogren's syndrome. This led to a spate of studies that attempted to
establish some criteria for diagnosis of Sjogrens syndrome affecting minor salivary glands. It
appears that more than one focus of lymphocytes per 4 mm area of labial salivary gland is
characteristic of Sjogren's syndrome. Focal lymphocytic sialadenitis of minor salivary glands
in the palate is also quite consistent with the diagnosis of Sjogren's syndrome. While there may
be indiscrepant histologic findings in the biopsy specimens of the submandibular and labial
salivary glands in the same patient, a close concurrence of findings is the rule in biopsy material
from the parotid and labial salivary glands.
Ln summary, the histologic features of Sjogren's syndrome affecting the labial salivary
glands are those of a primary lymphocytic ceUular infiltrate in an otherwise normal salivary
gland. These changes should include focal aggregates of more than 50 lymphocytes, plasma
ceUs, and histiocytes immediately next to histologically normal salivary acini. These
lymphocytic aggregates should appear in all (or almost all) salivary glands present in the biopsy
specimen. There may be some variation in the number of aggregates per gland. Prominent
lymphocytic foci may show germinal centers, but epimyoepithelial islands are distinctly unusual
in these labial salivary gland biopsies.
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CASE #9

ACCESSION #26744

DIANGOSIS: Dennal analogue tumor
IDSTORY
This 47 year-old male ftist noted a firm, painless nodule in the right cheek several
months prior to admission.
DERMAL ANALOGUE TUMOR
In some examples, the basal-cell adenoma ex hibits a well-developed hyaline type of
basement membrane that closely resembles a skin appendage or a dermal analogue tumor.
Occasionally, a skin appendage type of basal-cell adenoma of the parotid gland may co-exist with
an actual skin adnexal tumor.

Membraneous basal cell adenoma with
multiple cutaneous lesions.
Genetic component: as many as 4 generations
affected by multiple and bilateral tumors
Skin tumor incidence is 25-37% in basal cell
adenomas, membraneous type.
SUGGESTION:
Patients with salivary gland tumors should be screened for skin lesions.
At least 2 patients with salivary gland/skin tumor
diathesis have developed malignant tumors of salivary glands.
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ACCESSION #918-21357

CASE #10 & 11
DIAGNOSIS: Basal cell carcinoma, submandibular gland
HISTORY

This 72 year-old male was admitted for resection of a left submandibular mass. The
patient described the mass as slowly growing and non-tender for the past six weeks. He denied
loss of sensation or difficulty moving the tongue. Fine needle aspiration done elsewhere
reported as possible pleomorphic adenoma - cannot exclude malignancy.

An epithelial neoplasm that has cytological characteristics
of basal cell adenoma but morphological growth pattern
indicative of malignancy.
lh.lt.-lt
·· -~~
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A tumor of isomorphic basaloid cells with a prominent

basal cell layer, a distinct basement membrane-like structure and
no mucoid stromal component as in pleomorphic adenomas.
Four cellular patterns occur:
Solid, trabecular, tubular, and membraneous.
Some resemble histologically eccrine cylindromas.
(Crump et al. 1976)
Parotid basal cell adenomas and multiple dermal cylindromas
and trichoepitheliomas.
(Headington et al. 1977)
Remarkably similar lesions.
Membraneous adenoma.
Dermal analogue·tumor.
(Batsakis et al. 1981)
SITES:
Parotid 73%
On! y 1-7% of the cannicular adenomas occur here.
INCIDENCE:

Approximately 1.8% fo all benign salivary gland tumors.
Average age is 57 years. Age range is 1 m - 93 y.
Patients are older than BMT.
MD Anderson: 90% in males.
BASALOID CARCINOMAS OF SALIVARY GLANDS
CLnaCOPATHOLOGICFEATURES

LUNA ET AL" (N•8)

ELLIS & WJSCOVITCH' (N~29)

age and sex of patients

55-79 y (mWJ 68.3)
4 men. 4 women

27-92 y (mean 58)
16 men, 12 women, 1 unspec.

salivary gland site

6 parotid, 1 submandibular
1 palate

26 parotid or presumed parotid,
3 submandibular

size of rumor

3.0to7.0cm (mean 3.7)

0.7 to 4.0 em (mean 2.1)

· mate mal ' monomorphic
adenoma identified

8

0

salivary-skin adnexal diathesis

1

3

recurrences

6 (1 -4 times)

metastases

0

3 to regional lymph nodes;
1 of these to lungs

mortality

0 (2- 16 y of follow-up)

1 (6 m to 10.3 y follow- up)

7/25

tnocc:~ble

cases 1·2 times
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CASE#l2

ACCESSION #27073

DIANGOSIS: Oncocytoma
HISTORY
This is a 74 year old female who noted a gradually increasing mass anterior to the right
ear in Septmeber, 1991. She noted occasional mild pain with the lump.
Past medical history is positive for a total thyroidectomy, hysterectomy and
appendectomy.

~
(Oncocytic Adenoma)
A rare tumor composed of well demarcated mass of polyhedral
eosinophilic cells with small, dark nuclei. It has a solid, trabecular,
or tubular pattern and frequently contains both light and dark cells.
ONCOCYTOMA
Oncocytoma was originally named and described by H. Hamper! in 1931, and the
pertinent subsequent literature consists mainly of single case reports.
Oncocytic tumors infrequently occur in major salivary glands and even less frequently
in minor salivary glands. They generally account for less than I% of all sal.ivary gland tumors.
Among oncocytic major salivary gland tumors, 84% occur in the parotid (male to female ratio
of I: 1), and 77% arise in the submandibular gland (male to female ratio of 6: 1). Additionally,
5% are incidentally found in salivary rests of the upper cervical lymph nodes. Among the minor
salivary gland sites, the lower lip, palate, pharynx, and the buccal mucosa are occasionally
involved. The mean age of the patients is 58 years.
Approximately 20% of all the patients will have a history of radiation therapy to the face
or upper torso or long-term occupational radiation exposure 5-40 years prior to tumor discovery.
Patients with previous radiation exposure are on the average 20 years younger at tumor
discovery than those without documented previous history of irradiation.
On gross examination, oncocytomas are usually 3 to 4 em in size and possess a welldefined capsule. The cut surface is light brown and lobular. Histological Iy, the oncocytic cells
are arranged in a solid or trabecular pattern, but microcyst formation can only rarely be
observed.
The oncocytes display ample granular acidophilic cytoplasm which is
well-circumscribed. The nuclei are small and pyknotic. Rarely, oncocytomas present with large
polyhedral clear cells in an organoid distribution. A thin fibrovascular stroma is also present.
An inJimate intermixture of typical eosinophilic and clear-cell oncocytes may be encountered
within the same tumor. Tumors with a predominantly clear cell component are referred to as

clear-cell oncocytOma. The optically clear cell appearance is most likely to be due to fixation
artifact or intracytoplasmic glycogen deposition.
Histochemical studies reveal the oncocytic tumor cells to have phosphotungstic acidhematoxylin-(PTAH)-positive cytoplasmic staining. Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining before
and after diastase digestion demonstrates numerous tightly packed mitochondria with elongated
cristae in the tumor cells and a partial lamellar internal structure. The nuclei of the oncocytes
are irregular and contain inclusions and glycogen granules.
The clear-cut separation of an oncocytic adenomatous (nodular) hyperplasia of the parotid
gland from a multinodular oncocytoma (a true neoplasm) is not always possible since the two
lesional processes overlap in their histologic manifestation. The multinodular feature may impart
a sinister, malignant appearance to the lesio~, which is apparently not the case at all.
Local recurrence of an oncocytoma is extremely rare, but when it occurs, it may be
multiple and bilateral. At least 7% incidence of bilateral oncocytoma is noted. It seems there

is an association between bilateral disease, tumor recurrence, and marked clear-cell change
("clear-cell oncocytOsis"). Metastases are an extremely rare phenomenom and in the Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center experience, only two cases metastasized that were clearly
identifiable. A few examples of metastasizing oncocytic carcinomas have been reported.
The most important differential diagnosis of oncocytoma includes acinic-cell carcinoma
and clear-cell carcinoma. Mucoepidermoid carcinoma with prominent clear-cell alteration and
metastatic renal cell carcinoma may also be pratical considerations.
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CASE #13

ACCESSION //27075

DIANGOSIS: Canalicular adenoDlll
ffiSTORY
This is a 64 year-old male with a history of a painless growth on the roof of the mouth.
He has no idea how long the growth has been there.

A tumor of columnar epithelial cells which are arranged
in anastomosing bilayered strands that form a beading pattern.
The stroma is loose, highly vascular, and not fibrous.
The canalicular type of monomorphic adenomas most frequently occur in the glands of
the upper lip. Some describe this histologic type as a tubular type. The lesional tissue displays
tubules or ducts lined by cuboidal cells, frequently devoid of an outer layer of myoepithelial
cells.
The multifaceted growth patterns observed in the varied monomorphic adenomas are clear
copies of the salivary duct system at different stages of embryonic development. All three types
of monomorphic adenomas can co-exist in the same tumor at the same time.
ln many previous publications, basal-cell adenomas were also referred to as trabecular
adenoma, canalicular adenoma, basalioma, tubular-solid adenoma, etc.
MONOMORPIDC ADENOMA
This is a benign epithelial salivary gland tumor - a salivary gland adenoma - that lacks
the myxoid, chondroid, or other mesenchymal component associated with a pleomorphic
adenoma. Various synonyms exist for this lesion, making the terminology confusing and the
subclassification of these tumors often impractical. Foote and Frazell referred to them as the
adenomatoid variant of a benign mixed tumor.
The majority of these adenomas (approximately 70%) arise in the parorid gland; the rest
occur in the minor salivary glands, especially in the upper lip, the buccal mucosa, and palate.
Other rarer sites are the lower lip, the floor of the mouth, and the submandibular salivary gland.

Histologic Components in 250 Pleomorphic Adenomas
COMPONENTS

PERCENT

Predominantly myxoid

36

Myxoid and epithelial components equal

30

Predominantly cellular

22

Extreme! y cellular

12

Histologically, three major growth patterns may be recognized based on the predominant
microarchitecture. The trabecular type features the cords of solid cells three or four layers
thick. These nests and cords of cells are well-demarcated by a basal membrane. Only a sparse
stroma is present which lacks the myxoid-mucoid qualities usually seen in a pleomorphic
adenoma. The tubular type faithfully reproduces the appearance of salivary ducts and forms
distinct lumens. The luminal surface is composed of a deeply stained, ductal type of epithelium
resembling the intercalated ducts. The outer lining cells are often clear and translucent. The
lumen contains PAS-positive secretions. Basal membrane formation delimits the individual
duct-like structures. The stroma is sparse and is focally hyalinized. Sometimes these tubular
structures further dilate and the cystic appearance becomes the predominant growth pattern. The
epithelial lining of the microcysts resembles the cells usually associated with either the trabecular
or the duct type of monomorphic adenoma. Focal oncocytic or sebaceous-cell changes may also
be encountered. Papillary finger-like excrescences may be seen projecting into the cystic
lumina. The canalicular type of monomorphic adenomas most frequently occur in the glands
of the upper lip. Some describe this histologic type as a tubular type. The lesional tissue
displays tubules or ducts lined by cuboidal cells, frequently devoid of an outer layer of
myoepithelial cells.
The multifaceted growth patterns observed in the varied monomorphic adenomas are clear
copies of the salivary duct system at different stages of embryonic development. All three types
of monomorphic adenomas can co-exist in the same tumor at the same time.
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Case 14
Diagnosis: Polymorphous Low-Grade Adenocarcinoma

Ace. #27092

Clinical History: A 46 year old male presented with a painless lump on the right posterior-lateral
base of the tongue which was noted for several months. There was no ulceration of the overlying
epithelium. Following a diagnostic biopsy, a wide local excision was performed.

Qmll: The tumor was a 2.5x2.2x2 em circumscribed, pink-tan, focally hemorrhagic mass without
an apparent capsule.
Follow-Up: Five months following resection a submental tistula developed. but there was no
evidence of recurrent rumor.
Discussion: Polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma (PLGA) is a relatively recently recognized
neoplasm of minor salivary glands that falls in the large group of low grade malignant neoplasms.
The tumor has been described under a variety of terms including terminal duct carcinoma, low grade
papillary carcinoma. and lobular carcinoma. Some authors consider PLGA to actually be a spec011m
of neoplasms including a papillary variant (termed low-grade papillary adenocarcinoma of salivary
origin) and a non -papillary variant (which they call terminal duct carcinoma). Others site the slightly
more aggressive behavior of the papillary rumors as reason 10 classify 1hem separa1ely as papillary
cystadenocarcinoma (Table l ). In any evenr, there is certainly a spec011m of hislOlogic appearances
which these tumors can assume, with considerable overlap, and as the name implies polymO!J!hous
low-grade adenocarcinoma has a varied histologic appearance.
Clinically PLGA usually presents in adults with a mean age of 60. Two thirds of the patients
are female. Most of the tumors occur on the palate, but cases involving the tongue and nasal cavity
have been reported. A gradually enlarging mass is usually noted without pain or ulceration of the
overlying mucosa. Hemorrhage may rarely occw-. The tumor may have recently appeared or may be
presem for decades before coming to medical attention.
At low power. PLGAs are usually circumscribed but not encapsulated. Closer examination.
however, reveals inevitable invasive borders, wilh cords and nests of cells dissecting imo
surrounding tissues. A striking propensity for perineural invasion is presem, and the tumor may
also invade bone, cartilage, and muscle. The histologic:; hallmark of this tumor is architecrural
heterogeneity but cytologic uniformity. The number of growth panems which can be observed is
impressive (Table 2). Solid sheets of cells, glandular and cribriform s011crures, trabecular and
microcystic formations, all may intermingle. Papillary formations are seen, and spindle cell foci are
not uncommon. The ""indian-filing"" pattern sometimes prominent in the infiltrative portions led to the
term ""lobular carcinoma of the salivary glands". The cells are acrually rather monotonous on high
power, however; only their organization is varied. A mucoid extracellular maaix may be produced,
but usually it only surrounds cell nests and glands; stellate cells are not present. and chondroid
formations are absent. Mitoses are usually non-existent, as is necrosis. Hemorrhage, on the other
hand, may be conspicuous.
Immunohistochemical studies reveal a myoepithelial phenmype for many of the cells (Table
3). As in BMT, the staining is often patchy and inconsistent in different regions, but frequently foeal
positivity for keratin, S-100 protein, and actin is obtained. Staining for GFAP has been reponed.
Ultras01Jctural studies are also similar to BMT, with both epithelial and myoepithelial phenotypes
reponed. Redundant extracellular maaix materials may also be seen.

The clinical behavior of PLGA belies its invasive tendencies. This is a verv indolent
neoplasm. Although recurrences may develop in up to 25% of cases, metastases are exceptional and
even then usually regional. Only one death has been ataibuted to this neoplasm in over 100 reponed
cases. Therapy of choice is wide local excision, and there is no clear indication for regional lymph
node dissection or adjuvant chem01hernpy.
The difficulty inherent in diagnosing this neoplasm is ataibutable to its similarity to several
other neoplasms common in minor salivary glands. Given the common myoepithelial heritage of
PLGA and BMT, it is not surprising that the two may appear similar. BMTs are frequently cellular
in the palate and also have spindled and plump cells in a variety of patterns. On the other handn
BMT is not as invasive as PLGA: chondroid and squamous areas are lacking in PLGA; papillae are
lacking in BMT; and the glandular lumina in PLGA are indistinct and rarely contain the eosinophilic
secretory material common in those of BMT. Unfortunately, immunohistochemistry is usually not
useful in distigui shing the two. A more clinically significant distinction is that be[Ween PLGA and
adenoid cystic carcinoma. The frequent cri briform pattern of PLGA mimicks that of adenoid cystic,
and the spaces often contain mucoid exrrncellular matrix materials similar to those in the cyli nders of
adenoid cystic. In addition, PLGA frequently invades nerves. a nearly universal feature of adenoid
cystic c:rrcinoma. Several features can be useful in this differential: the "polymorphous" pattern of
PLGA is n01 present in adenoid cystic carcinoma nor are papillae formed: although invasive, PLGA
usually has an overall circumscnbed appearance not frequent in adenoid cystic c:rrcinoma; also, the
cytologic appearance of PLGA is different form that of adenoid cystic carcinoma in that the nuclei are
more vesicular and open in chromatin panern, while those of adenoid cystic are hyperchromatic and
frequently exhibit mitotic activity. Some authors feel that the similarities are just "too much",
however. and consider PLGA to be an indolent variant of adenoid cystic c:rrcinoma. if so, it seems
that this variant is so much more indolent as to deserve separate classification. Finally, the
similarities to the uncommon papillary cystadenoma have already been mentioned. Suffice it to say
that for those who consider these separate entities, PJ.:;GA usually does not have very prominent
papillary areas. cenainly not constituting the majoricy of the tumor.

Table 1

POLYMORPHOUS LOW-GRADE
ADENOCARCINOMA

I

Papilla r y Variant
(low-grade papillary
adenocarci noma of
salivary origin)

POLYM ORPHOUS LOW-GRADE
ADENOCARCI NOMA
(Terminal duct carcinoma)

\

No n-pa pilla ry Vari ant
(Terminal duel carcinoma)

PAPILLARY
CYSTADENOCARCINOMA
(Low-grade papillary

adenocarcinoma of
sal ivary origin)

Table 2

Polymorphous Low-Grade
Adenocarcinoma
Histologic Spectrum
-Solid
-Nesting
-Glandular
-Ductular
-Tubular
-Cribriform
-Trabecular
-Cystic
-Papillary
-"Indian-filing"
-Spindle-celled

Table 3
Polymorphous Low-Grade
Adenocarcinoma
Immunohistochemical Staining
Keratin (high & low MW)

Positive

Epithelial Membrane Antigen

Positive

S-1 00 Protein

Positive

Actin

Variable

CEA

Variable

GFAP

Occasional

POLYMORPHOUS LOW-GRADE ADENOCARCINOMA
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Case 15
Diagnosis: Carcinoma ex Mixed Tumor, with Myoepithelial Component

Ace. #27093

Clinical History: A 25 year old white female with a recently noted left parotid mass, painless and
without facial nerve symptoms. A superficial parotidectomy was performed.
Qrw: The tumor was circumscribed, 3.7x2.lx2 em. and bulging from the surface of the gland.

On cut section the tumor was firm and tan with foci of yellow discoloration and focal cyst formation.
Although the periparotid lymph nodes and resection margins were negative, there was lymphatic
invasion.
Follow-Up: Eight months following resection, the patient became disoriented and was noted to have

a left frontal lobe brain rumor in addition to a left renal mass. Both masses were resected and were
pathologically consistent with metastases from the salivary neoplasm. Three months later multiple
lung lesions were discovered. and the patient was referred for chemothernpy.

Case !9
Diagnosis: Carcinoma ex Mixed Tumor. with Adenoid Cystic-like Appemnce

Ace. #27112

Clinical History: A 51 year old male had a distant history of a "benign tumor" of the left parotid.
The pathologic diagnosis and the extent of surgery were unknown. He presented in 7/91 with a
rnpidly growing, painful mass in the same location. A total parotidectomy with rndical neck
dissection was performed.
Qmll: The parotid gland was largely replaced by a 3x3x4 em firm, white tumor with indistinct

borders. Numerous cervical and peri parotid lymph node metastases were present. and the resection
margins were positive.
Follow-Up: Radioactive seeds were implanted at the time of surgery, supplemented by external
beam radiation thernpy. Following an episode of hip pain in ll/91, the patient presented in 2/91
with rapidly worsening shortness of breath. Although clinically considered likely because of
elevated pulmonary artery pressures., pulmonary emboli were excluded by arteriogram. The patient
died three days later with cor pulmonale following generalized seizure activity. At autopsy, there
was m:ISSive hematogenous spread of tumor to the lungs and extensive metastasis to the bone
marro~. Microscopic metastases were also noted in the pancreas, liver, and subcarinallymph
nodes. No residual tumor was detected in the region of prior surgery.
Discussion: The general category of malignant mixed tumors includes three more or less distinct
entities. The most common (and the one exemplified by the two cases) is the carcinoma ex mixed
tumor (carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma), which is defined as a malignant epithelial neoplasm
arising in associ arion with a benign mixed tumor. The other two members of the family are
carcinosarcoma (true malignant mixed rumor) and memstasi:dng benign mixed tumor. both discussed
below.
·

Malignant change in a benign mixed tumor occurs in approximately 4.5% of BMTs and may
assume any of three clinical presentations. h may occur in an untreated benign mixed tumor where it
is evidenced clinically by rapid growth in a previously stable mass. In other cases. there may be a
history of prior excision of the benign mixed tumor, with a new, rapidly growing mass in the same
location. Finally the tumor may arise as a carcinoma ex mixed rumor de novo. II is important to
nme. however. that many malignant salivary neoplasms may have a protracted clinical course before
presentation, and the presence of a longstanding mass with recent growth can be seen in other tumor
types. Patients with large or longstanding rumors are at greater risk for malignant transformation, as
are older patients and those with recurrent BMTs. The parotid gland (64%), submandibular gland
( 13%), and palate ( 11 %) are the most common locations. Carcinoma ex mixed tumor constitutes
11.7% of all malignant salivary gland rumors. making it one of the most common types. The mean
age is 56 years. which is about 15 yean; older than the mean age for BMT, as would be expected.
As in BMT. there is a female predominance, but it is less pronounced.
Grossly, a circumscribed. firm focus may be present representing the residual benign mixed
tumor, which may be hyalinized. The surrounding malignant component, on the other hand, is
usually ftrm and white, with infiltrative margins. Frequently the original tumor may be very difficult
to identify grossly, and numerous microscopic sections may be necessary. Microscopically, the
benign component may be identifiable as a ususal benign mixed rumor, although some nuclear atypia
may be present. Massive hyalinization is not infrequent. resulting in loss of much of the benign
epithelium. The presence of a circumscribed, hyalinized nodule surrounded by carcinoma is highly
suggestive of a carcinoma ex mixed tumor. Also. the benign component may be diffusely infiltrated
by carcinoma. resulting in an admixture of the two cell populations. Needless to say, in cases
occurring following the excision of a BMT, a residual benign component is not likely to be found.
Nonetheless, a number of such cases presumably arise on the bases of microscopic foci of BMT left
behind. so the detection of small areas of BMT would not be unexpected.
The malignant component may exhibit a wide·variety of different histologic appearances
(Table I). Most frequently there is a poorly differentiated carcinoma pauem or an adenocarcinoma
pattern similar to that seen in ductal carcinoma of the parotid. often with marked desmoplastic
stroma. A number of other patterns have been described, however, including several of the major
salivary tumors types arising de novo. Mucoepidermoid carcinoma, adenoid cystic carcinoma. and
malignant myoepithelioma have all been described as the malignant component of a carcinoma ex
mixed tumor. As illustrated by case 15, the malignant myoepithelial component may synthesize
chondroid matrix. Immunohistochemical study of carcinomas ex mixed tumor may reveal a higher
proportion of cases with at least a component of myoepithelial cells in the malignant portion of the
tumor. In fact, malignant myoepithelioma arising in a mixed rumor may be more common than the
same neoplasm arising de novo. Other carcinoma panems include clear cell carcinoma. sebaceous
carcinoma, and terminal duct carcinoma. As a general rule, if a salivary malignancy appears unusual
histologically and does not fit into any of the traditional carcinoma types. consider the possibility that
it represents a carcinoma ex mixed rumor, especially if it appe.ars high grade.
Occasionally, there will be a discrete focus of architecrural and cytologic malignancy confmed
within the boundaries of a benign mixed rumor. In this setting, the prognosis is excellent; in fact,
Torto)edo and colleagues found that when the malignant component is confined to within 8 nun from
the capsule of the original benign mixed tumor. the behavior was uniformly favorable, whereas
when the carcinoma invaded more than 9 nun from the capsule. all patients died of the disease. Also
the recurrence rate was less if the carcinoma was confined to within 6 mm of the original capsule. In
many tumors. however, the boundaries of the original tumor may be indistinct. The overall
prognosis of invasive carcinoma ex mixed rumor is quite poor. with up to 50% developing one or
more local recurrences, 70% developing metastases, and an equal number ultimately dying of
disease. The five year survival ranges from 25-60% in various series, with continued deaths from
tumor for up to 25 years. Metastases usually occur in lungs, bone, abdominal viscerae, and CNS in

addition to regional lymph nodes. Radical surgery with regional lymph node dissection and adjuvant
radiation therapy is the treatment of choice.
Interestingly, although most carcinomas ex mixed rumor are high grade histologically, there
appear to be some variants which pursue a more indolent course. In specific, terminal duct type
carcinoma arising in a benign m1xed rumor has a five year survival of96%. Other histologic patterns
appear to be of low grade. such as low-grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma and well-differentiated
adenocarcinoma. No well-accepted grading scheme for carcinoma ex mixed rumor has been
developed. however.
Carcinosarcoma (true malignant mixed rumor) is a neoplasm of adults, approximately one
third of which also arise in association with a previous benign mixed tumor. A very rare neoplasm
(less than 0.2% of all malignant salivary neoplasms), the rumor has a similar pattern of distribution
to carcinoma ex mixed tumor. Mean age is 55 and females again predominate. The biphasic
appearance of carcinosarcoma seen in other <;>rgans is present, with poorly differenti:ued
adenocarcinoma or undifferentiated carcinoma constiruting the epithelial component, and the
sarcomatous component (frequendy the dominant component) consisting of pleomorphic spindle
cells with frequent chondroid or osteoid differentiation. A myoepithelial component may also te
idenritiable. especially immunohistochemically. This fact and the frequent association of carcincr
sarcoma with a previous BMT raise questions regarding the division between carcinosarcoma and
carcmoma ex mixed tumor. Some malignant myoepithelial cells in carcinoma ex mixed rumor do
produce a chondroid maaix. so the histologic appearances of the two neoplasms overlap. On the
other hand. a rumor with clear cut malignant epithelial and malignant mesenchymal components is
usually quite striking in appearance and different from most carcinomas ex mixed rumor. The
distinction may be somewhat academic, since carcinosarcoma is also an aggressive neoplasm, with
approximately 60% mortality and a mean survival of 30 months. Metastases occur most commonly
to lungs, bone, and also to regional nodes and other s~tes.
Metastasizing mixed tumor is a very unusual neoplasm which in its primary presentation is
histologically indistinguishable from benign mixed tumor. Nonetheless. metastases develop,
frequently in regional lymph nodes and lung, and again with a high frequency in bone. The original
cumor has a mean age of presenmtion of 30 years: memstases develop on average 17 years later. The
memsmses appear similar in appearance to the primary cumor, with both epithelial and myoepithelial
elements being present. Most of these rumors metaStasize after previous resection and subsequent
recurrence, and many have a more mucoid consistency than the usual benign mixed rumor,
suggesting that surgical manipulation may play some role in initiating dissemination. Nonetheless.
once memstatic, these tumors may prove fatal in up to 40% of cases.
The differential diagnosis for any "malignant mixed rumor" obviously includes the other
members of the family. in addition, the carcinomatous component may mimic other primary salivary
neoplasms (adenoid cystic carcinoma, mucoepidermoid carcinoma, salivary duct carcinoma.
malignant myoepithelioma), so the clinical history must be carefully considered. Subtle cytologic
differences may exist, as in case 19. which make one think of carcinoma ex mixed tumor.

Table l
Carcinoma ex Mixed Tumor
Patterns of Carcinoma
-Poorly differentiated carcinoma
-Adenocarcinoma
-Squamous cell carcinoma
Adenoid cystic carcinoma
-Mucoepidermoid carcinoma
-Sebaceous carcinoma
-Clear cell carcinoma
-Myoepithelial. carcinoma
·Terminal duct carcinoma

MAUGNANT MIXED TUMORS:
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Case !6
Oiagnosjs: Epithelial-Myoepithelial Carcinoma

Ace. #27099

CU njcal History: A 47 year old male presented with a mass and ulceration in the peri-tonsillar
oropharynx of recent onset. There was associated pain in the area. but no facial nerve symptoms.
Physical examination revealed a fum. enlarged parotid gland. with a deep freely movable mass
underlying the oropharyngeal ulcer. A biopsy was followed by total parotidectomy.
~: The tumor measured 5.5x3.4x 1.8 em and had a multinodular appearance. It was centered in
the superticiallobe but focally involved the deep lobe as well. Cut sections revealed gray-white.
lirm to soft, glistening tumor with focal areas of hemorrhage. Three periparotid lymph nodes were
negative for tumor.

Follow-U p: The patient has remained free of tumor for seve n years following surgery.
pjscyssjon: Epithelial-myoepithelial carcinoma (EMC) is a relatively recently recognized distinctive
salivary gland neoplasm showing an intimate admixture of well-formed epithelial saucurres with
subjacent myoepithelial cells. reproducing the normal orientation of the two cell-types in the
imercaJated ducts. In addition. the myoepithelial component frequently exhibits prominent clearing of
the cytoplasm, placing this neoplasm in the general catagory of "clear cell salivary neoplasms". In
1972 Donath in Germany fl11it used the designation "epithelial-myoepithelial", although similar
neoplasms have been reponed under a variety of terrns including clear cell adenoma. tubular solid
adenoma. adenomyoepithelioma (analogous to the mammary neoplasm having similar cellular
composition), cystic adenoma. and clear cell myoepithelioma. The neoplasm is frequently stated to
be of intercalated duct origin because the configuration of ductal and myoepithelial cells in the tumor
simulates that seen in normal intercalated ducts.
EMC is a rare neoplasm. although increasing famili:uity may result in the discovery of
previously unrecognized cases. The tumor malces up less than I% of all salivary gland neoplasms
and just 1.6% of malignant parotid neoplasms. EMC is most common in the parotid gland (75% of
cases). followed by the submandibular gland (12%) and the minor salivary glands (12%), including
the buccal mucosa and the maxillary sinus. The tumor generally affects adults with a mean age of 60
years. Females are affected slightly more frequently than males. Symptoms of facial nerve paralysis
and pain may be present in addition to a focal swelling which gradually increases in size.
Grossly, the tumors are generally multilobulated, white-to-tan, and fum, focally extending
into adjacent salivary glands. Size varies from 2 to 8 em. Irregular cystic spaces and focal necrosis
may be seen. In recurrent tumors. the multinodular pattern is accentuated. As previously
mentioned. the characteristic histologic appearance of the tumor is that of well-forrned glandular
sauctures with surrounding rims of myoepithelial cells. The myoepithelial cell layer may in rum be
surrounded by thick eosinophilic redundant basement membrane material. In some cases the stroma
between the glands may become abundant and hyalinized. while in others the neoplasms appear very
cellular. Focal lymphocytic infiltration of the stroma may be present. The glandular sauctures,
which may be branched, are lined by nanen epithelial cells with scant to moderate amounts of
eosi nophilic cytoplasm. The lumina of the glands often contain PAS-positive eosinophilic
secretions. Modest nuclear atypia is usually present. but pleomorphism is generally not present.
The myoepithelial cells often display pronounced cytoplasmic clearing. PAS staining with and
without diastase easily demonstrates the high glycogen content of these clear cells. In some areas,
there may be overgrowth of the myoepithelial component, resulting in solid sheers and nests of clear

cells. When these areas predominate, it may be difficult to detect the epithelial component, and the
diagnosis of clear cell myoepithelioma may be suggested. Evaluation of numerous sections of any
clear cell salivary neoplasm is recommended, as the diagnostic areas may be quite focal (see
differential diagnosis, below). Extension of nests of cell_s into the surrounding salivary gland is
frequently identified, and perineural invasion is not uncommon,
Immunohistochemical studies of these tumors have confirmed the epithelial and myoepithelial
nature of the two cell types. The epithelial cells are strongly positive for high and low molecular
weight keratins but negative for actin and (usually) S-100 protein. In contrast, the myoepithelial
cells stain only faintly for low molecular weight keratin but are strongly S-100 and smooth musclespcific actin positive. Ultrastrucrurally, the ductal cells exhibit cytoplasmic tonofi1aments, wellformed desmosomes, and apical microvilli while the myoepithelial cells contain abundant gly~gen
and peripherally located myofilaments. The basement membrane, which may be reduplicated, lies
outside the myoepithelial cell layer.
Clinically, the behavior is that of a· low-grade malignant neoplasm, and the designation of
carcinoma is used regardless of the degree of circumscription of the lesion. Approximately 39% of
tumors recur in an interval ranging from 1-14 years after diagnosis, and eventual metastatic disease
may also develop. Two deaths have been attributed to this neoplasm, representing 6% of the
reponed cases. No data are available on therapy, although complete surgical extirpation at the time
of diagnosis is clearly important.
The differential diagnosis of EMC is actually quite large, since as a clear cell-containing
neoplasm it enters into consideration whenever clear cells are evident (Table I). Mucoepidermoid
carcinoma. acinic cell carcinoma. clear cell myoepithelioma, metastatic renal cell carcinoma. clear
cell oncocytoma (or oncocytosis) and sebaceous neoplasms must all be considered. Fortunately, in
most of these lesions the clear cells are only focally present, if at all, and careful search of routinely
stained material usually uncovers the diagnostic areas: In other cases, special stains and electron
microscopy may be necessary (Table 2). The clear cells in EMC will stain strongly with PAS and
will usually exhibit a myoepithelial immunophenotype, while the ductal component should stand out
with high molecular weight keratin (e.g., AE.1) staining. Mucoepidermoid clear cells may be either
mucinous goblet cells (strongly mucin positive) or hydropically altered squamoid cells, neither of
which will stain as myoepithelial. Acinic cell carcinomas rarely contain many clear cells, and they
are unlikely to stain strongly for anything, although some zymogen granules may be present (dPAS
positive). Metastatic renal cell carcinoma contains fat. which can be stained for. In addition, the
sinusoidal vascular panem and the presence of blood-filled glands are features favoring that
diagnosis. Both clear oncocytes and sebaceous cells usually have granular to vesicular cytoplasm
and again will fail to stain for either glycogen or myoepithelial markers. Clear cell myoepitheliomas
may be the most difficult to distinguish from EMC, since the clear cells will stain in the same manner
in both rumors. The diagnosis rests on the failure to demonstrate an epithelial component. It does
appear that in most clear cell neoplasms with myoepithelial differentiation, an epithelial component
will be found, and a pure clear cell myoepithelioma should be viewed with scepticism. Another
important point is that with the exception of sebaceous neoplasms and clear cell oncocytomas (both
extremely rare neoplasms), all clear cell salivary rumors are at least low grade malignancies.
One additional tumor in the differential with EMC is benign mixed tumor. Focal aneas are
often present within BMTs which exhibit the same relationship of epithelial to myoepithelial cells as
seen in EMC. Although the myoepithelial cells usually do not display the prominent clearing in
BMT, these foci may be otherwise indistinguishable from EMC. When the entire neoplasm is
examined, however, BMTs will usually have more typical·features elsewhere, including
chondromyxoid srroma, which is not a feature of EMC.

Table 1
Clear Cells in Salivary Neoplasms
Differential Dia~roosis
Mucoepidennoid Carcinoma
Acinic Cell Carcinoma
Epithelial-Myoepithelial Carcinoma
Myoepithelioma
Clear Cell Carcinoma
Metastatic Renal Cell Carcinoma
Sebaceous Adenoma I Lymphadenoma
Oncocytoma I Oncocyrosis

Table 2
Clear Cells in Salivary Neoplasms
Differential Diagnosis
Tumor Type
Mucoep. Ca.

Reason for Clearing
Hydropic change
in squamoid cells
-OR·
Mucinous goblet
cells

Staining Pattern

Ultrastructure

Focal mucin (+ )

Tonofilaments

Mucin(+++)

Mucin granules

Focal dPAS (+)

Dilated ER and
empry vesicles

Acinic Cell Ca.

Hydropic change
in acinar-like cells

Epi-Myoep. Ca.

Glycogen in myoepithelial cells

PAS(++), dPAS (·),
· S·IOO (+),Actin(+)

Glycogen and
myofllaments

Myoepithelioma

Glycogen in myoepithelial cells

PAS (++), dPAS (-),
S- 100 (+),Actin (-t:)

Glycogen and
myoftlaments

Renal Cell Ca_

Glycogen and fat

PAS (+), ORO (+)

Glycogen and
lipid

Sebaceous Ad.

Fat

ORO(+), PAS (·),
Mucin(-)

Lipid

Oncocytoma

Hydropic change
in mitochondria

?PTAH (+)

Dilated mitochondria

Table 3
Clear Cells in Salivarv Neoplasms
Reasons for Clearimr
Glycogen
Mucin
Lipid
Paucity of organelles

·.

Hydropic Change
Artifact

EPITBELIAkMYOEPITBELIAL CARCINOMA
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CASE #17

ACCESSION #91-28301 (27111)

DIANGOSIS: Adenoid cystic carcinoma
HISTORY
This is a slowly enlarging, painful mass of the right parotid gland. Following a generous
biopsy, a total parotidectomy was performed followed by post-operative irradiation. This
specimen is from the total parotidectomy.

An infiltrative malignant tumor having various histological
features with three growth patterns: glandular (cribriform),
tubular, or solid. The tumor cells are of two types:
duct-lining cells and cells of myoepithelial type. Perineural
or perivascular spread without stromal reaction is very
characteristic. All structural types of adenoid cystic
carcinoma can be associated in the same tumor.
Adenoid cystic carcinoma accounts for approximately 10% of all salivary gland tumors.
It is the most common malignant tumor of submandibular and minor salivary glands. It was first
described in 1859 by Billroth, who referred to the tumor as a "cylindroma" that describes the
cylinder-like (top hat) histologic characteristics of the lesion.
The tumor extends well beyond the visible and palpable limits of the lesion; this
infiltrative capacity is the hallmark for this salivary gland carcinoma. Severe pain and spreading
along nerve sheaths are often noted. The greater auricular and the facial nerves are the

preferred points of invasion by the parotid gland tumors. Facial nerve paralysis may even be
the first presenting symptom even before the lesion becomes obvious. The usual accompaniment
consists of a lengthy clinical course of the disease, with late to local recurrence following an
operative intervention. Following recurrence, often the tumor becomes more virulent and
aggressive. Lymph-node metastases are unusual in adenoid cystic carcinoma, whereas a
hematogenous tumor spread, often to lungs, is quite characteristic. These lung metastases,
although clearly identifiable on routine chest x-rays, may remain stabilized for years. The
patients fJ!d the pulmonary metastatic nodules live almost in a symbiosis without any symptoms.
The patients ages range from 20 to 84 years, with a median of 52 years. The median
age is 43 years when the tumor is in the parotid gland and 53 years when the carcinoma arises
in either the submandibular or the minor salivary glands.
Among the 264 adenoid cystic carcinomas studied at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center, 45 (17%) arose in the parotid and 41 (15.5%) involved the submandibular salivary

glands. The rest of these carcinomas affects minor salivary gland sites, among which the palate
(2S%), the antrum (12%), the tongue (11 %), and the nasal cavity (6%) were the most common
locations. The floor of the mouth and the buccal mucosa, in addition to the lip, are less
frequently involved sites. Intramandibular adenoid cystic carcinomas are rare occurrences.
On histologic examination, varied glandular differentiation is seen coupled with local
invasion and perineural infiltration. The perineural permeation is present in at least SO% of all
lesions, whereas intravascular tumor extension is noted in approximately IS% of all lesions
examined. Three major histologic subtypes can be distinguished, but the true clinical
significance of these variants remains contested and not well-substantiated.
The cribriform, or the classic type, displays epithelial cell nests forming small cylindrical
spatial configurations. The lumen of the$e spaces contain PAS-positive mucopolysaccharide
secretion. Sometimes mucohyaline or hyaline substances are demonstrable in the lumen. These
types of carcinoma represent approximately 50% of all adenoid cystic carcinomas. Epithelial
cord-like structures accompanied by a hyaline stroma characterizes the tubular or cribriform
histologic type. Approximately 20% to 30% of all adenoid cystic carcinomas reveal this pattern.
Here the lumen of the tubular structures is lined by stratified cuboidal epithelial cells. On
occasion, limited cribriform regions are also discernible. The solid or the basaloid variant is
the Jess frequently occurring type. It exhibits solid, slender cuboidal tumor cells with basophilic
cytoplasm and dark-staining nuclei showing a granular chromatin pattern. The solid growth
pattern is interspersed with more traditional cribriform growth characteristics. This architectural
trait is present in approximately 20% of all adenoid cystic carcinomas.
Some clinicopathologic studies emphasize a positive correlation between the histologic
pattern and the subsequent clinical prognosis for both local recurrence and distant metastases.
In two studies with many more patients than any other series and using similar histologic
criteria, we could not duplicate these prognostic assertions. We found that statistically important
prognostic factors include the size and the site of the primary tumor and presence of metastases.
(The clinical stage is the most reliable guide.)
The terminal intercalated salivary duct system is the site of origin for adenoid cystic
carcinomas. Immunohistochemical and electron-microscopic studies identify numerous cell types
composing the lesions. Intercalated duct cells, myoepithelial cells, and secretory glandular cells
are recognizable, but many of the tumor cells are immunophenotypically undifferentiated.
The primary treatment of adenoid cystic carcinoma is surgical. Conservative excision
is often feasible when the lesion arises in the parotid or submandibular salivary gland or
intraorally. Radical excision with adjacent bone resections is usually required with lesions that
originate near or in the sinuses. Radical or modified neck dissection is indicated in patients with
clinically positive cervical lymph nodes. At least 40% of the patients will have distant
metastases, with the lungs being the most common sites for such deposits. The median survival
following the appearance of distant metastases is longer than 6 years. While it is true that more
than 20% of the patients surviveS to 14 years following the appearance of distant metastases,
33% will die in less than 2 years following the confirmation of such a distant spread by adenoid
cystic carcinoma.

Our experience with 184 previously untreated patients who had adenoid cystic carcinoma
recently of salivary gland origin was analyzed. Retrospective staging was possible in all but 9
patients who had minor salivary gland primaries. Stages I and 2 included 64 and 47 patients,
respectively (63%), whereas 43 and 21 patients had Stage 3 and 4 tumors, respectively. Grading
was as follows: cribriform pattern only (Grade I, 126 patients, 68%), mixed cribriform and
solid features (Grade 2, 48 patients, 26%), and solid only (Grade 3, 10 patients, 5%).
Treatment was predominantly surgical (172 patients), and relatively few received adjunctive,
postoperative irradiation (27 patients). Cumulative 10 year survival was 75%, 43%, and 15%
for Stage l , Stage 2, and Stage 3-4 patients, respectively, and cause specific survival at 10 years
was as high as 94% in patients with Stage I disease. Only the clinical stage had a significant
impact on survival. Neither survival, nor regional metastasis (16 patients, 11%), nor distant
dissemination (64 patients, 43%) was predictable on the basis of tumor grade alone. The
prognosis in patients with early stage lesi9ns may be better than has been appreciated.
Adenoid cystic carcinoma is an invasive malignant tumor that has various histologic
appearances with three growth features: glandular (cribriform), tubular, or solid. The
component cells are of two distinct types: the duct-lining cells and the myoepithelial cells.
Perineural or perivascular invasion in the absence of stromal reaction is a characteristic finding.
All structural features of adenoid cystic carcinoma may be present in the same tumor, which
makes prognostication solely based on histological characteristics an illusory and elusive
endeavor.
The classic glandular variant, also referred to as the cribriform type , features epithelial
cell nests penetrated by numerous cylindrical spaces, ·the so-called Swiss chess or sieve-like
traits. Many of these pseudolumina or pseudocysts contain basal membrane-like material and
proleoglycans. The cells around the pseudolumina are altered myoepithelial cells with a flat,
spindly shape and scanty cytoplasm. When true cystic tumor cell structures are seen, they have
inconspicuous lumina with secretory material. They are invested by duct-like cuboidal epithelial
cells that have wider, eosinophilic cytoplasm.
The tubular histologic type displays epithelial ductular arrangement or strands enveloped
by a hyalinized desmoplastic stroma. The tubular lumina are lined by duct-like luminal cells,
that are in tum surrounded by a single or double layer of modified myoepithelial cells.
The solid variant shows solid epithelial tumor strands. These tumor cell nests exhibit
few, if any, gland-like spaces and frequently have central necrotic areas. The carcinoma cells
in this type are small and basophilic with hyperchromatic densely granular nuclei. Only few
mitotic figures are seen. Narrow areas of stromal tissue proliferation can be appreciated
between the tumor cells nests.
'

Because of considerable overlap of the various histologic types in the same lesion,
especially the cribriform and the tubular variant, we have amalgamated these two lesional
characteristics in our simple and easily reproducible grading system.
In grade I lesions, the histologic pattern of cribriform or tubular types of adenoid cystic
carcinoma predominated. Only very occasionally would one detect the microscopic presence of

scanty solidly growing tumor cells. If the solid histologic type became more prominent and
approximately equalized the cribriform and tubular component was the lesion classified as a
grade II tumor. If the solid histologic growth pattern became the dominant feature and only
small and microscopically insignificant glandular traits became detectable, a lesion was
considered to be a grade ill adenoid cystic carcinoma.
Using these criteria, 126 patients (69%) had grade I tumors, whereas 48 patients (26%)
and 10 patients (5%) had grade II or grade ill lesions, respectively. Whether the tumor was
cribriform, tubular, or solid in appearance had no apparent relationship to the anatomic sites of
tumors.
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LYMPH NODE METASTASFS ACCORDING TO SITE
SITE

TOTAL

METS

PERCENT

larynx

5

3

60

base tongue

15

7

47

oral tongue

8

3

38

submandibular

22

5

23

oral/oroph

68

7

10

parotid/subling

32

2

6

na.salJsinus

"34

0

0

184
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15

ALL SITES

INCIDENCE ACCORDING TO SITE
SITE

#PATIENTS

PERCENT

palate

43

23.4

parotid

27 .

14.7

tongue (BOT)

23 (IS)

12.5

submandibular

22

12.0

antrum

22

12.0

gingiva

10

5.4

SYMPTOMS ACCORDING TO SITE OF ORIGIN
ASYMPTOMATIC
MASS

PAIN

total

71

50

major

26 (62%)

11 (25%)

oral

33 (52%)

17 (27%)

oroph

7 (27%)

12 (46%)

nasal/sinus

5 (IS%)

9 (26%)

SITE AS RELATED TO STAGE

..

SITE

#PATIENTS

STAGE 1,2

STAGE 3,4

mouth"

88

63 (72%)

25 (28% )

nasal~

28

3 (11 %)

25 (89%)

parotid

27

21 (78%)

6 (22%)

submandibular

22

17 (77%)

5 (23%)

EXCLUDES 3 UNSTAGED PATIENTS
EXCLUDES 6 UNSTAGED PATIENTS
FACTORS INFLUENCING LOCAL RECURRENCE
STAGE

#PATIENTS

REC

PERCENT

1

64

IS

23

2

45

29

64

3,4

60

32

53

SITE

#PATIENTS

REC

PERCENT

major

53

17

32

minor

124

67

54

sinus

33

20

61

# PATIENTS

REC

PERCENT

yes

26

7

27

no

151

77

51

1

123

53

43

2,3

54

31

57

POST-OP RT:

GRADE:

LYMPH NODE AND DISTANT METASTASES O F MALIGNANT SALIVARY TIJMORS
(Gottingeo Series 1965-1975)
LYMPH NODE
METASTASES

DISTANT
METASTASES

well differentiated

36

0

poorly differentiated

50

27

Adenocarcinoma

62

29

tubular

0

36

cribriform

4

58

solid

33

67

well diffe.rentiated

0

0

poorly differentiated

50

25

Carcinoma ex
pleomorphic adenoma

57

TUMOR TYPE
Acinic cell tumor

Adenoid Cystic
Carcinoma

.

Mucoepidermoid Tumor

22

.

Squamous cell
carcinoma

65

23

Duct carcinoma

43

14

64

21

Undifferentiated
carcinoma

.
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ACCESSION #91-12633 (27110)

CASE #18

DIANGOSIS: Wartbin's tumor

HISTORY
This is a unilateral parotid gland lesion in a 73 year-old female.

Wldt~$~k

(Adenolymphoma)
A tumor composed of glandular and often cystic structures,
sometimes with a papillary cystic arrangement, lined by characteristic
eosinophilic epithelium. The stroma contains a variable
amount of lymphoid tissue with follicles.
This tumor represents approximately 15% of all epithelial salivary gland tumors. The
predominant site of predilection, by far, is the parotid gland, and only very occasionally is an
example seen in the submandibular salivary gland or in minor salivary glands - in particular, the
lower lip. Almost exclusively, this tumor affects men who are most often in their sixth and
seventh decades of life. A recent review indicates no male predominance. Bilateral or
multifocal tumor involvement is observed in less than i 0% of the patients.
The typical tumor is well delineated and is, on the average, 2 em in greatest diameter.
The lesional tissue is frequently cystic with thin mucous material in the lumen. Because of the
cystic as~ts .and the ~sional presence of friable amorphous material in the central or cystic
regions, a branchial cleft cyst of even a caseating tuberculous lymphadenitis may enter the
differential diagnosis. Since some of the lesions are often tiny and unobserved, these small
tumors are incidental histologic findings at parotid resections for unrelated reasons. It seems
likely that this lesion probably arises by salivary gland inclusion within a lymph node.
Histologically, the lesional tissue is characterized by an oncocytic epithelial component
and a lymphoid stroma with well-developed follicles. The epithelial elements often form
papillary projections into the cystic lumina. The cxstic spaces may contain cast-off epithelial
cells, inflammatory cells, crystalline structures, or corpora amylacea. Squamous metaplasia of
the lining epithelium or apocrine differentiation of the luminal epithelium may also be observed.
The squamous metaplasia may become quite e~uberant, which , in tum, raises the possibility for
an epidermoid or even a mucoepidermoid carcinoma interpretation.
The lymphoid stroma closely resembles a normal lymph node with lymphoid follicles and
follicular centers. The cellular composition of the stroma is largely that of small lymphocytes
with only occasional medium to large lymphocytic contribution. Immunohistochemical
characterization of the immunoglobulins reveal that approximately 50% of the B-lymphocytes

contain IgG, with approximately 33% containing IgA. The rest secrete IgM, IgD, and IgE.
Since the lymphoid stroma resembles the structure of a regional lymph node, it may function as
one. Metastatic carcinoma of melanoma cells may be present and malignant lymphomas may
rarely arise here. Carcinomas can, on rare occasion, develop in a pre-existent cystadenoma
lymphomatosum. Among these, adenocarcinomas, squamous carc.inomas, or undifferentiated
carcinomas have been reported to occur.
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Primarily in whites
Bi1ateral5%-15% (metachronous)
Associated tumors:
monomorphic adenoma
benign mixed tumor
acinic cell carcinoma
oncocytoma
basal cell adenoma
ductal adenocarcinoma
adenoid cystic carcinoma
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Case 19
See "Case 15"

CASE #20

ACCESSION #89-21707 (27105)

DIANGOSIS: Oncocytic carcinoma

HISTORY
This is a progressively enlarging submandibular salivary gland tumor with periglandular
lymph node enlargement suspicious for metastases. The lesion submitted is either from the
parotid gland or adjacent lymph nodes.

A very rare tumor composed of malignant oncocytic cells.
Oncocytoma was originally named and described by H. Hamper! in 1931 , and the
pertinent subsequent literature consists mainly of single case reports.
Oncocytic tumors infrequently occur in major salivary glands and even less frequently
in minor salivary glands. They generally account for less than I% of all salivary gland tumors.
Among oncocytic major salivary gland tumors, 84% occur in the parotid (male to female ratio
of I: 1), and 77% arise in the submandibular gland (male to female ratio of 6: 1). Additionally,
5% are incidentally found in salivary rests of the upper cervical lymph nodes. Among the minor
salivary gland sites, the lower lip, palate, pharynx, and the buccal mucosa are occasionally
involved. The mean age of the patients is 58 years.
Approximately 20% of all the patients will have a history of radiation therapy to the face
or upper torso or long-term occupational radiation exposure 5-40 years prior to tumor discovery.
Patients with previous radiation exposure are on the average 20 years younger at tumor
discovery than those without documented previous history of irradiation.
On gross examination, oncocytomas are usually 3 to 4 em in size and possess a welldefined capsule. The cut surface is light brown and lobular. Histologically, the oncocytic cells
are arranged in a solid or trabecular pattern, but microcyst formation can only rarely be
observed.
The oncocytes display ample granular acidophilic cytoplasm which is
well-circumscribed. The nuclei are small and pyknotic. Rarely, oncocytomas present with large
polyhedral clear cells in an organoid distribution. A lhin flbrovascular stroma is also present.
An intimate intermixture of typical eosinophilic and clear-cell oncocytes may be encountered
within the same tumor. Tumors with a predominantly clear cell component are referred to as
clear-cell oncocytoma. The optically clear cell appearance is most likely to be due to ftxation
artifact or intracytoplasmic glycogen deposition.

Histochemical studies reveal the oncocytic tumor cells to have phosphotungstic acidhematoxylin-(PTAH)-positive cytoplasmic staining. Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining before
and after diastase digestion demonstrates numerous tightly packed mitochondria with elongated
cristae in the tumor cells and a partial lamellar internal structure. The nuclei of the oncocytes
are irregular and contain inclusions and glycogen granules.
The clear-cut separation of an oncocytic adenomatous (nodular) hyperplasia of the parotid
gland from a multinodular oncocytoma (a true neoplasm) is not always possible since the two
lesional processes overlap in their histologic manifestation. The multinodular feature may impart
a sinister, malignant appearance to the lesion , which is apparently not the case at all.
Local recurrence of an oncocytoma is extremely rare, but when it occurs, it may be
multiple and bilateral. At least 7% incide!Jce of bilateral oncocytoma is noted . It seems there
is an association between bilateral disease, tumor recurrence, and marked clear-cell change
("clear-cell oncocytosis"). Metastases are an extremely rare phenomenom and in the Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center experience, only two cases metastasized that were clearly
identifiable. A few examples of metastasizing oncocytic carcinomas have been reported.
The most important differential diagnosis of oncocytoma includes acinic-cell carcinoma
and clear-cell carcinoma. Mucoepidennoid carcinoma with prominent clear-cell alteration and
metastatic renal cell carcinoma may also be pratical considerations.
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CASE #21

ACCESSION #92-10037 (27107)

DIANGOSIS: Glycogen rich low grade adenoma of minor salivary gland origin
HISTORY
This is a 42 year-old male with increasing nasal obstruction of several months duration.
Following biopsy, a right nasal cavity excision of the tumor was performed.

CLEAR CELL ADENOMA AND CARCINOMA
EPITHELIAL-MYOEPITHELI AL C AR CINOMA ,
MYOEPITHELIOMA

MYOEPITHELIOMA,
AND MALIGNANT

A multiplicity of diagnostic terms characterize these neoplasm thus demonstrating that
the cytogenesis and histogenesis are unsettled. Terms such as clear-cell adenoma, clear-cell
variant of acinic cell adenoma, hypemephroid adenoma, parathyroid-like adenoma, glycogen-rich
adenoma, and myoepithelial adenoma or myoepithelioma have been employed to designate these
lesions. On the other end of the clear-cell neoplasm spectrum, there are various carcinomas that
are almost exclusively composed of clear cells.
Myoepitheliomas of salivary glands are rare neoplasms. Approximately 50% of all such
lesions involve the parotid, 40% arise in minor salivary glands, and a few affect the
submandibular salivary gland. The vast majority of the intraoral minor salivary gland lesions
are of palatal origin. Incidence is equal in males and females. The lesions present as a
asymptomatic slowly growing mass in patients with an average age of 40 years and an age range
of 6 to 81 years.
Microscopic examination reveals three lesional growth patterns characterized by a
spindle-cell, a plasmacytoid, or an intermixture of both tumoral traits. The spindle cell tumor
usually reveals a cellular growth with little or no ground substance. The tumor cells appear in
a storiform, swirling pattern or exhibit a herringbone fascicular arrangement. The differential
diagnosis may include (a) a benign fibrous histiocytoma, (b) a leiomyoma, or (c) a benign
peripheral nerve sheath tumor. In the plasmacytoid variant, the tumor cells are distributed in
nests and groups separated by an abundant myxoid stroma that contains hyaluronic acid and lacks
mucin (Fig. 30). These plasmacytoid tumor cells are ofien designated as "hyaline cells".
Immunohistochemical studies are essential to arrive at the correct diagnosis. In
myoepitheliomas, the tumor cells show positive staining for cytokeratin, muscle-specific actin,
and S-100 protein. Transmission electron-microscopic examination reveals desmosomes, arrays
of cytoplasmic microfilaments in the presence or absence of dense bodies, and pinocytotic
vesicles with basal lamina separating the tumor cells from the stroma.

Myoepitheliomas are characterized by complete encapsulation and should be treated as
any other benign salivary gland tumor, namely, wide local excision.
Clear-cell adenomas, also referred to as glycogen-rich adenomas, probably represent
variants of monomorphic adenomas. Tumors almost exclusively arise in the parotid gland in
patients who are in the seventh decade of life. A female predilection is noted. The malignant
variants of this lesions are the clear cell or the glycogen-rich adenocarcinoma.
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Case 22
Diagnosis: Salivary Duct Carcinoma

Ace. #27 11 3

Clinical History: A 71 year old male presented with a right parotid tumor which had recently begun
to enlarge after having been presem for over 10 years. No pain or nerve paralysis was present and
the rumor was freely mobile on physical exam. Following fine needle aspiration, a total
parotidectomy was performed with radical! ymph node dissection.
~: The tumor was white and firm. 3.0 em, and had infiltrative borders. Pin-point sized specks
of yellow apparent necrosis were noted. Peri parotid lymph nodes were grossly and microscopically
involved. although resection margins were negative.

follow-Up: None available.
Djscussjon: Salivary duct carcinoma is a newly recognized form of high grade salivary
ade nocarcinoma with many similarities with ductal carcmoma of the breast. The tumor is believed to
arise from large ducts and has no {yet identified) myoepithelial component. Only around 50 cases
have been reported. although the tumor is probably more frequent than that figure would suggest. as
u has only just been split off from adenocarcinoma, NOS as a distinctive subi}'Pe {adenocarcinoma.
NOS constitutes one of the three most common major salivary maignancies).
Older patients are affected; the range is 27 to 83 years with a mean of 65. Only one patient
younger than 50 has been reported. In contrast to many other salivary tumors, male are
preferentially affected. The symptoms may be protracted, as in this case, or the mass may arise
quickly, with associated pain and facial nerve symtpoms. The parotid gland is the most common
location (85%).
Pathologically, tumor size ranges from I -6 em. A fum. yellow-white, multinodular mass
with ill-defined borders is usually present. Yellow !leeks of necrosis may be seen grossly,
corresponding to central comedo-like necrosis within the intraductal component of the rumor.
Microscopic growth patterns range from solid 10 cribriform with frequent desmoplastic stroma.
There is usually an intraductal component which may be present outside the boundaries of the
invasive carcinoma. The intraductal component with comedo necrosis is the hallmark of this
neoplasm. although not essential for the diagnosis. Cytologically this is a high grade rumor: marked
nuclear ai}'Pia. single cell necrosis, and abundant mitoses are evident. Apocrine fearures may be
present, furthering the analogy with mammary carcinoma. In addition to the usual histologic features
of apocrine differentiation. there may be immunohistochemical reactivity for the gross cystic disease
nuid protein marker (BRST-2), often present in breast carcinoma and developed against an apocrine
cyst protein. CEA may be identified as well.
The tumor is very aggressive. Spread outSide the gland is usual at presentation. In one
series, 55% were dead of disease, 12% were alive with disease, and only 24% were disease-free. In
contrast to many other salivary carcinomas. deaths occur early, with most within 3 years.
Metastases are to nodes. lung, bone, and brain. Therapy of choice is radical resection, lymph node
dissection. and radiation ther:!py.
The differential diagnosis included a number of other primary salivary neoplasms (high grade
mucoepidermoid carcinoma, ·papillocysric acinic cell carcinoma, papillary cystadenocarcinoma,
adenocarcinoma. NOS. and carcinoma ex mixed tumor), but none combines the high grade cytology

with the distinctive intraductal growth panem. An interesting problem related to the differential
diagnsosi with salivary metastases. especially from the brea.st. Obviously in that case, the
identification of an intraductal component with transition to non-neoplastic epithelium would be of
great imponance.
To breifly consider salivary metastases in general: one to four percent of all salivary
neoplasms and 8.9% of malignant neoplasms are metastases. Mean age is 60 years and men are
affected three times more than women. The majoriry occur in the parotid gland. due to the large
number of intraparorid lymph nodes. which are the acrual recipients of the metastases.
Submandibular metastases are usually parencyrnal. This difference is reflected in the type of rumors
which spread to the rwo different glands. Head and neck rumors, especially of skin origin, are much
more likely to metastasize to the parotid gland. while submandibular metastases are usually of nonhead and neck origin (Table 1). Most metastases are squamous cell carcinomas, melanotTtaS, and
poorly differentiated carcinomas (Table 2), while renal cell carcinoma is actually much less common
(although frequently mentioned due to it,$ inclusion in the differential diagnosis with primary clear
cell tumors). In addition to salivary duct carcinoma. there are a large number of other primary
salivary rumors which can be mimicked by metaStases (Table 3). In some cases (such as
myoepithelioma), the salivary primary can be con fumed with special stains. but in other cases (such
3S small cell carcinoma) the hisrologic similarities are such as to allow only the clinical history to
discriminate.

Table 1

Metastasis to Salivary Glands
Origin of Metastases
Primarv Site
Head & Neck Pri maries

% of785
Parotid Mets

% of30
Submand. Mets

75 .0

13.3

Skin
Ora!!pharyngeal
Lip/tongue
Conjunctiva
Thyroid
Other

64.5
5.6
2.2

10.0

Non- Head & Neck Primaries

11. 2

73. 4

3.6
2.9
2.4
0.9
0.5
0.4
0.5

13.3
23.3

Lung
Kidney
Breast
Colon
Prostate
Skin
Other
Unkn own

3.3

0.6
0.6.
1.5

13.8

30.0
3.3

3.3
13.3

Table 2

Metastasis to Salivary Glands
Types of Neoplasms
Percent

Diagnosis
Squamous cell carcinoma

26.8

Melanoma

24.4

Poorly differemialed Ca.

12.8

Adenocarcinoma, NOS

·.

9.3

Carcinoma, NOS

5.5

Ma!ignan1 neoplasm. NOS

5.5

Olher

15.7

Table 3
Metastasis to Salivary Glands
Primarv Salivary Neoplasms in
Diffe rential Diagnosis with Metastasis
-Squamous Cell Carcinoma
-Lymphoepithelioma
-Clear Cell Neoplasms
-Salivary Duct Carcinoma
-Papillary Carcinoma
-Small Cell Carcinoma
-Myoepithelial Neoplasms
-Adenocarcinoma, NOS
-Undifferentiated Carcinoma

SALIVARY DUCT CARCINOMA;
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